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State* Court upholds drivers' license suspensions
Nation • Judge questions jurors in Kevorkian trial

Joe's pyramid cost: $1,200 a
semester

Sports • Women host Toledo Saturday night
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Students can win a
free meal with Jim
Carroll at area restaurant
The first six people who
purchase a copy of Jim Carroll's Basketball Diaries
from Pauper's Books, 206
North Main St., starting
Friday will have a chance at
a free lunch with the author
Feb. 20.
The contest, sponsored by
Falcon Radio WFAL, will a
ward three book buyers
with the book and three others with a free meal with
Carroll at an area restaurant.

Jack Buehrer
Cultural icon and Pulitizer
Prize nominee Jim Carroll will
give a reading in the Union Ballroom Feb. 20 at 7 p.m.
Carroll, an acclaimed poet, diarist, lyricist, musician and performer, said that he looks forward to the reading.
"I've never been to Bowling
Green before but I look forward
to reading there," he said. "The

responses I've gotten at the
different universities I've toured
have been great. We had to turn
people away at NYU, and there
were over a thousand people at
the University of Kentucky. You
don't usually see crowds like that
for a poetry reading."
While receiving national acclaim for the recent motion picture,
"The Basketball Diaries," which
Carroll authored, he said he has
enjoyed success in other avenues
of the entertainment industry as

Carroll said he's not sure what
well. Musically, The Jim Carroll
Band produced four albums in he's going to read during his perthe early-80s and received a Pu- formance at the University.
litzer Prize nomination for "Living at the Movies," one of his six
books of poetry.
"Of all of the things I've done, I
still consider myself a poet,"
Carroll said. "I've made a good
living with things like The Basketball Diaries' and my music,
Jim Carroll
but I get the most pleasure out of
Pulitizer Prize nominee
writing poetry. It's what I enjoy
most."

"I've never been to
Bowling Green before
but I look forward to
reading there."

University begins
search for director
of faculty center
Jay Young
The BC News
The University is currently
searching for a director to lead
the new Center for Teaching,
Learning and Technology. The
center will assist faculty with the
challenges of teaching.
Linda Dobb, Libraries and
Learning Services dean, said the
center will be a place where faculty can learn about new technology for use In the classroom.
"The center will be a new
effort on the part of the University to provide any faculty and selected graduate students with the
opportunity to expand their
teaching strategies and really to
Interact with other faculty and
graduate students on campus
who are doing so," Dobb said.
The center will probably be located on the seventh floor of the
Jerome Library, according to
Dobb. She said the center will
offer faculty workshops, discussion groups and tools which can
be used to assess teaching.
"A large part of what our faculty do here Is teaching, so a large
part of the Teaching, Learning
and Technology Center Is enhancing teaching," Dobb said.
"The library is kind of an essential place at the University for
gathering people and gathering
ideas, so we are happy to provide
a gathering place to discuss Issues about teaching."

Clyde Willis, College of Health
and Human Services dean, is the
chairman of the committee
searching for a center director.
"We're looking for someone
who has a very strong teaching
record," he said. "This person
also needs to be quite sophisticated In technology and in being
able to provide that Information
to other Individuals In a really
supportive sort of way."
Willis said the director search
has been narrowed to five candidates, including two University
employees. He said the committee would like to have a leader
for the center for the start of the
1996-97 school year.
"We'd like to have someone for
the next academic year, but If we
do not find a suitable candidate in
these first five, we'll simply continue the search," Willis said.
A list of the final candidates
and interview times should be
available next week, according to
Willis.
"We really are Interested in
having faculty from across the
campus meet these people and
give feedback on how they think
they would do as an individual,"
Willis said.
Dobb, who worked with a slmlliar center while at San Francisco
State University, said money for
the position became available by
keeping a different position vacant and letting resources
gather.

...And happily ever after

Carroll will visit the campus that day to give a reading to the University community.
"We think it Is a big event,
and we want to do something to make it a bigger
event for the students because WFAL Is a totally student run organization and
we're run by students for
students," general manager
Joe Pelffer said.

Quote of
the day
"Of all the
thihgs I've
done, I still
consider myself a poet.'
—Jim Carroll,
Pulitzer Prize
nominee coming to
the University
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U.S. Army soldier* are blessed by an Army chaplain during
their wedding ceremony at the border between Bosnia and Croatia.

"I haven't decided what I'm going to do yet," he said. " It
usually depends on the mood of
the audience or the mood I'm In
that particular night. I have a lot
of work to pull from.
Doctoral student Cassie Carter
was Instrumental In getting Carroll to read at the University.
"I've wanted him to come here
for a long time," she said. "I
started working on this last May.
It's been a real ordeal to get this
to happen.

Valentine Carnations

BUkc Parkiumw BG N.w.

Sophomore Accounting major, Kelley Zlnn, and Freshman Elementary Education major, Becky
Burdyshaw, return to the Sigma Kappa sorortly house after selling Valentine carnations to raise
money for the Dance Marathon.

Survey estimates web use
Experts suggest 17 million utilize internet
Howard Goldberg
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - A new survey
estimates 17 million U.S. adults,
or one In 11, have used the World
Wide Web - double the most
widely accepted previous estimate of Internet use. Some experts are skeptical.
Counting heads on the Internet
is an inexact science. But since it
Is expensive for companies to
maintain attractive and up-todate Web sites, they are eager to
know how many people are seeing their messages or advertisements.
The figure released Thursday
came from a collaboration of researchers at the Baruch College
School of Public Affairs and the
polling company Louis Harris
and Associates.
Four Harris polls of a total of
4,022 adults taken from September through January found 9
percent reporting they had accessed the Web. A third of those
said they had used it to get Information about politics or political candidates.
"The implications are tremendous," said Douglas Muzzio, a
professor of public affairs at
Baruch who helped design the
survey. He maintains that the Internet is "revolutionizing American representative democracy"

by changing the way people
communicate with each other
and the government.
But an Internet marketing expert. Donna L» Hoffman of Vanderbilt University In Tennessee,
said the 17 million figure results
from "a very liberal definition"
of what it means to use the Internet
"If you're not precise in what
you mean by access or
usage...then who knows what
they Interpret that to mean," she
said. A better measure would require asking how often people
use the Internet, whether they
used It yesterday or last week
and what they did on the Internet, said Hoffman, an associate professor of management.
Muzzio acknowledged that 17
million "may be the upper
bounds" but defended it as an accurate way to measure Web use.
"This isn't gospel. These are
indicative numbers," he said.
A widely publicized survey
released a month ago by the Emerglng Technologies Research
Group estimated use of the Internet at 9.5 million Americans,
including 1.1 million children. In
order to qualify, respondents had
to use at least one Internet application besides email and be able
to give Its name.
Muzzio said that was too restrictive a definition of Internet

use.
One thing all the surveys agree
on Is that Web users are different
from the general population:
younger, wealthier, more predominantly white.
"So far it looks like a male,
middle- and upper-middle class
domain, but the technology is filtering out," Muzzio said.

"The implications
are tremendous."
Douglas Muzzio
professor
The Web Is a portion of the Internet that allows anyone with a
computer modem to tap Into information. Including pictures
and sound, from businesses, organizations and other individuals.
Presidential campaigns and
major media companies have
plastered the Web recently with
political information, charting
election polls and positions and
giving users opportunities to post
their own instant analysis.
Because the Internet is a decentralized network linking public and private computers around
the world, no method has been
designed to accurately keep
track of Individual use.
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E.A.R. to the Pyramid cost: $1,200 a semester
Ground...

We've all heard the praises of the technology shrine
known as Olscamp Hall, however, technology isn't
worth anything if the instructors don't know how to use
it.

'

-kick

Featherheads rejoice I The sons of Geronimo have reported to camp, and E.A.R. Central could not be more
excited. After a depressing football season, real sports
fans are celebrating the return of America's true pasttime.
Memo to Mike Hargrove: Bill Belichick is available to
be a pitching coach.
**•
Congrats to the men's basketball team for defeating
nationally-ranked Eastern Michigan at home Wednesday. It seems as though Falcon sports nave returned to
their shining moments.
***
We here at E.A.R. couldn't be happier that Phil Gramm
decided to drop out of the presidential race. Now... if we
could only lose the rest of the Newt Gingrich wanna-bes,
life would be perfect.
• **
Okay, E.A.R. wants to know what's up with the 80s
compilations. We don't understand why everyone is obsessed with a decade that embodied greed, selfimportance and dysfunctionalism.
***
And while we're complaing about commercials, what
is the deal with this "Many faces of SPAM" stuff? Who
| on earth would even want to put SPAM in tacos and stir
fry? And why is the jingle lady saying "it's good" at the
end? Do they really think were dumb enough to believe
this, much less try it?
**•
Reality check: When the signs on the barriers on Ridge
Street say "DO NOT ENTER," the translation isn't that it
means everyone except you. Ifs the only street on campus we can walk on without worrying about being
plowed over by the shuttle bus or run over by someone
trying out for the Indianapolis 500. We'd like to keep it
that way.

The BG News
"A Commitment to Excellence"

We're about a month Into the
winter semester. Spring Is right
around the corner. TA's are firing up their mid-terms. And students are forced to put learning
on the backburner and begin to
attend some truly dismal
courses.
Around this time each semester, I begin to realize that I get
less life-fulfilling knowledge out
of most of my teachers than Bob
Dole gets miles-per hour out of
his right-armed forkball.
Actually, the whole pitiful saga
begins on the first day when the
well-meaning instructor, we'll
call our super-prof "Captain
Knowledge," arrives to class
brandishing a fist-full of syllabi.
Students fill the room, eager to
learn. You can feel the energy
bursting at the seams. If you're
on the top floor of Rodgers, you
might smell the educational
energy. Or maybe that's just
someone trying to burn away
their headache.
But no matter. My point is at
the beginning of the semester
everyone is ... words fail me ...
"really psyched" for classes to
begin.
Then, for reasons I'll never
completely understand. Captain
K eats up the entire first class by
reading the course schedule
aloud, thereby killing the energy
and giving the entire student
body a head-poundin' doosie.
I could be slightly out of line,
but If you're asking students to
read chapters one and two for
Monday, you should assume pupils possess the basic phonic
skills necessary to read the usual
flooey spouted out on the average
syllabus.
"This course will significantly
increase each student's awareness of and knowledge about theoretical perspective ... ya-ta-ya-

ta-ya-ta."

Translation: You will learn
nothing in this course that will be
applicable to your life in any
way, shape or form. So write
your papers, I'll grade your tests
and let's both get out of this with
minimal effort.
Now, don't get me wrong. I believe it's good to lay out goals and
rules before you embark on anything - whether it's a new business, a new class or anonymous
mall-bombing. One could argue
that if I had better goals and
stricter rules governing my columns I might actually have
coherent copy in this computer
before 11:30 p.m. on Thursday
evening.
But if you're going to set academic aspirations, don't you
think students should have some
hope of quantifying their progress?
Don't get me wrong. Every semester I come across one or two
magnificent professors that
teach a couple of superb classes.
Unfortunately, I usually take
around IS hours. That leaves me
with about nine hours of completely useless deadweight costing me over $1,200 a semester.
And I'm not talking about

classes that turn up everyone's
nose. I don't mind working hard
in a Spanish class, if the teacher
is excited about the subject III
write 10 papers in a semester, in
an English class if it reveals
something new about my existence. And I'll do IS hours of solo
lab work a week, if that's what it
takes to pass my tough, but interesting, human sexuality class.
I'm talking about the absolutely worthless classes.
For example, in the last semester of my senior year at the University, one of my teachers insisted on scrawling Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs across the
blackboard. That tired old dog of
a theory gets dragged out every
year - about the time TA's get
bogged down with their thesis
statements... or whatever.
I'm sure Abraham is a wonderful guy. And I've got no problem
with his pyramid. But I learn that
theory at least twice a semester.
Why cant the teacher ask the
class if we already understand
the theory and move on to material not covered in the text?
Because that takes extra work
and talent that many "HumanBook" professors either don't
have or are unwilling to give.
Who's qualified to judge
whether a prof is a "winner" or
merely a "talking text?"
One word: Rambo. Just kidding.
Really one word: students. Put
more weight on student evaluations. Think of it this way: If you
own a restaurant and 90 percent
of your customers think your
burgers taste like rancid squirrel, then, chances are, you need
some new beef.
Same thing holds with teaching. If 90 percent of your students think you teach like Hot N*
Now makes a hamburg, it's time

for the University to get some
new Intellectual meat.
But what do we do with all
these teachers who're already
tenured?
Let them teach, if they must.
But don't let them mess with
courses that students need to
take. Lets stick 'em with some
really unimaginative courses.
Stuff even Bill Buckner couldn't
screw up.
How about a "Hey lookout dummy 1 A train's comln'll" course.
On the other hand, that course is
already offered once a year on
Wooster by the B.G.P.D.

Or maybe a course that explains the Foxworthy phenomenon. If you only have one bit,
ride on the back of pent-up racist
humor, and suck ... you might be
Jeff Foxworthy. If we wait a year
or two, we could probably get
Foxworthy himself for the price
of a pick-up and a case of Pabst
Blue Ribbon.
Dare to dream.
Now, I'm not saying that college is an awful, blood curdling
experience. I mean, hey, where
else can you get hopped up on gin
five nights a week, go home,
study and have people tell you
that you're "doing a good job?"
Well, upper-level University
management doesn't count.
I'm just thinking that the experience could be made more
meaningful with better professors.
Together, we can do it - one
Foxworthy at a time.
Joe Peiffer is the Friday columnist for The BG News. He's
goin' to the Gras tonight. See you
there. Questions, comments and
concerns can be sent to jpeiffe®bgnet. bgsu. edu.
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ALF calling Dan
BG is not Cletis
In this Monday's edition of The
BG News, Dan Ga/fney gave us
another hard edged and witty satire on contemporary life.
Again he chose the trite and
mundane tone of a sexist, machofreak who has nothing else to
write about except his own male
insecurity.
After all, nude models have
been a feature of art from the
beginning of our existence.
But it was not the subject matter that offended me, it was instead the weak use of satire
blended with a lack of intelligence which made me ask one
question: Do you at The BG News
read his articles before you print
them?
His amateur attempt at writing
a column must be your standard
because this is not the first time I
have read one of his columns and
asked the proceeding question.
Over and over again he has
lamely put down women and yet

i

Journey much'more
than just a trip

you, a college press, have the audacity to say that you are covering this campus to a level of excellence.
After six months of columns
that made the screen writing for
ALF look like hard hitting satire,
I have come to the conclusion
that you believe this Joe Peiffer
wanna-be actually hits home.
Well, you'd be right if there
were more of us named Cletis
and Delroy.
This last article seemed to be a
cop out for the rest of Gaf fney's
closed-minded and re-written
dribble.
With such great transitions as
BUTT-RUBS and nude modeling
is easy (of cours Dan's a stud and
can do anything any other white
male can do) then end it with a

I would like to thank you and
the staff at The News for the
wonderful article printed on Feb.
14 concerning the Journey of
contradiction by actually think- Hope. This is much more than
ing of modeling only supports my just a bike trip across the counconclusion that not only Gaffney try.
can't write original and half-way
decent satire, but your pubThe Journey of Hope is about
lication is so bent on being people. Members of Pi Kappa
middle of the road you no longer Phi, people in communities all
have any Idea what is going oa
across the country, as well as
several corporations give time
All I'm asking for is a column and money to support PUSH
that doesn't have to resort Itself America.
to childish and lame attacks on
women just ot get the conservaI feel honored to have the
tive side of this campus chuck- chance to bike across the country
ling In the morning.
and represent all of these people
and the University, thanks to my
In other words. Instead of let- corporate sponsor HomeCARE of
ting Gaffney write about women Michigan. Because of the
and art, tell him to write about extraordinary efforts of so many,
things he knows.
we are able to benefit people with
severe disabilities.
Edward Atlee Gore
Senior
Jim Vassal lo
Creative Writing
PI Kappa Phi
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Subzero weather causes
eagles to fly south or die

Fun times

The Associated Press
PORT CLINTON, Onto - Bald
eagles are pretty smart birds.
Some eagles found Ohio's winter too cold for their liking, so
they headed south, wildlife officials said Thursday.
In this year's midwinter tally
of eagles, the Ohio Department
of Natural Resources counted 71
birds, the lowest number in recent years. Last year, it counted
98 eagles - a record. The year
before, the number was 76.
The reason for this year's drop:
frigid weather. Temperatures
have dipped below zero several
times in the last two months. Another blast of cold air is headed
into the region this week.
The eagle, the national bird, is
a threatened species in Ohio. The
cold weather probably has not
killed any of the birds, said Gildo
Tori, supervisor of the Crane
Creek Wildlife Research Station.
The station, which conducted the
survey, is near this Ottawa

County city, about 35 miles east
of Toledo.
"I don't think it's anything to
be alarmed about," Tori said.
The eagle has been endangered
or threatened in the lower 48
states primarily because of pesticides and pollution. But the bird
is making a comeback, especially
in Ohio, which has had an eagle
breeding program since 1979.
"The bald eagle has basically
been coming back like gangbusters the last IS years," said Bob
Lehman, a federal research biologist.
In 1963. there were only 417
pairs of eagles nesting in the
lower 48 states. By 1990, the
number had risen to 3,020. In
1994, it was 4,452.
An animal that is considered
endangered could become extinct if action is not taken to save
the species. The designations of
endangered and threatened each
protect an animal from hunters.
In Ohio, many of the eagles
counted this year were observed

in the Lake Erie marsh regional
between Toledo and Sandusky,
the heart of the state's eagle population. Some of the birds could
be from Panada or other states.
Eagles are hardy birds. Given
an ample food source, they don't
travel far from their nests, especially as they grow older.
However, if water freezes, cutting them off from fish, they
move on. Younger birds might
opt for Florida Older ones fly to
the closest place they can find
open water, perhaps Tennessee
or another nearby state.
Each state In the continental
U.S. conducts a midwinter survey. Many states, including Onto,
also count nesting pairs in the
spring and summer.
Numbers are reported to the
U.S. Department of Interior's
National Biological Service In
Boise, Idaho, to help federal officials keep track of migration
trends and overall population.

Ohio militia member indicted
The Associated Press

SUMN

Shea/The AiMCUled Preti

Michelle Zlegelhofer, 3, enjoys her lunch at Midway express, a restaurant serving exclusively carnival food In Canton, Ohio.

Court upholds suspensions
The case dealt with Douglas
Wait, who was a passenger in a
car stopped for speeding in Akron last year. An officer smelled
marijuana and did a search, and
Wait was charged with possession.
He appealed the automatic sixmonth suspension of his driver's
license. Akron Municipal Judge
Elinore Marsh Stormer ruled last
March that the suspension was
disproportionate to the crime.

The Associated Press
AKRON, Ohio - A state appeals
court has upheld driver's license
suspensions for people convicted
of minor drug offenses.
The 9th Ohio District Court of
Appeals' decision released
Wednesday overturned a lower
court ruling that it was unconstitutional to suspend a license for a
minor drug conviction.

"The court recognizes that the
state has a legitimate interest in
promoting highway safety and
discouraging drug abuse," she
said. "However, by choosing to
treat possession of small
amounts of marijuana as a minor
misdemeanor...the legislature
made a policy statement."
The appeals court, in a decision
written by Judge Daniel Quillin,
disagreed, ruling that the punishment was appropriate.

CAMBRIDGE, Ohio - A member of Ohio's unorganized militia
was indicted Thursday on charges of assaulting a police officer
and carrying a concealed
weapon.
A Guernsey County grand jury
indicted Larry Martz, who is accused of attacking a State Highway Patrol trooper during a traffic stop Jan. 29 near this eastcentral Ohio city.
Martz, S3, of HartviUe, has said
police were targeting him because he was a witness to the
shooting death of another militia
member last summer.
A police sergeant on June 28
shot and killed Michael HiU, a militia chaplain, during a traffic
stop in Muskingum County.
Martz was riding in a car behind

Hill and said Frazeysburg Sgt.
Matt May shot HIU without warning. May was cleared in the
shooting.
Martz, formerly of Torrance,
Calif., originally was charged
with felonious assault and assault.
Trooper William Fulton said he
pulled Martz over on Interstate
77 for changing lanes without

signaling. After determining that
Mam's California driver's license had expired, Fulton asked
Martz to get into his cruiser.
The patrol said Martz then
tried to get Fulton's gun and
struggled with him, at one point
wrapping both arms around the
trooper.
Martz was being held on
$100,000 bond.

DELTA GAMMA'S

MEXICAN MIXER
COME DINE WITH THE DG'S AT OUR FAJITA FIESTA

OPEN HOUSE
AND DINNER

coupon
—
Any Large 1 item
Stuffed Crust Pizza

Authorities baffled by stabbing

with mozzarella cheese
The Associated Press

80 miles southeast of Columbus.
Ward told sheriffs deputies
that he and his son, who is about
12, were lying on separate couches in the living room watching
television Tuesday night when
they fell asleep. Ward's wife, Octavia, came home later, turned
off the television and went to
bed, Sheriff Gregg Kiefer said
Wednesday.

OAK HILL, Ohio - The stabbing of the village police chief,
who said he awoke to find a knife
in his chest, continued to baffle
authorities on Thursday.
Chief David Ward suffered a
collapsed lung and was treated at
Oak Hill Community Hospital.
He was released Thursday, said
Lois Gamer, director of nursing?
The town of about 1,700 people is

"He started to roll,
felt a sharp burning
pain in his chest,
stood up and saw a
knife protruding from
his chest."
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Teachers say pledge will help learning Jury indicts exporter
for illegally shipping
machinery to Libya
Thomas J. Sheerin
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - A veteran
teacher says a parent's promise
to require class attendance and
completed homework can make
education work.
"Learning begins at home,"
said Sidney Beuliah, who teaches
health and physical education at
Whitney Young Middle School.
Parents watching their youngsters' school work represents a
"continuation of the teacher's
effort in school," Beuliah said
Wednesday as parents pledged to
require good school habits by
their children.
If parents create proper study
habits, "That would help us tremendously," said Beuliah, who
has taught for 13 years.
Beuliah, who is black, said the
problem of parent oversight is
worse In the black community
because of the number of absent
fathers.
"We have a tremendous problem in the black community with
young men having no fathers in
the home," he said
"It seems like the parents who
need to come to school do not.
The kids who are failing, we
never see those parents, only the
ones who are doing good. We see
those parents."
The pledges were administered at 36 middle and high
schools by public officials, including Cuyahoga County commissioners and Judges and Cleveland City Council members.
Hundreds took the pledge in
the 74.000-student district,
spokeswoman Pat Martin estimated
While no districtwide figures

The Associated Press

The AiMcUtcd PreM

Parents look ou as they consider the promise to require the children to attend class and complete
homework.
were available, 45 parents took
the pledge at the 870-student
Thomas Jefferson Middle School,
SO to 75 did so at the 900-student
A.B. Hart Middle School and 75
were at the 480-student Whitney
Young.
Parents were asked to take the
pledge during regularly scheduled parent-teacher meetings,
when second-quarter report
cards were Issued. The midafternoon meeting hours may
have made It difficult for working parents to attend, school off Icialssaid.
Rev. Stephen D. Sullivan,
school board president, said at

Whitney Young that sometimes
parents must be reminded about
their duties.
"This parent pledge is something we all know about but I
think it's something we need to
be reminded: That we need to
take precious time with our children so that we can get them
ready for the proficiency tests,"
he said
Carolyn Mathes, a mother of
two youngsters in city schools,
agreed that some parents need
such a reminder.
"Unfortunately, you sometimes need to tell people what
they need to do and how they

need to do it," she said.
The ultimate goal of the pledge
program is to improve student
performance on state-mandated
proficiency tests.
A federal judge placed the
debt-ridden district under state
control last March.
The pledge commits parents to
require their children to do 11/2
hours of homework nightly, attend classes dally, go to bed at a
reasonable time on school nights
and skip television during study
time. Parents also agreed to work
with teachers and visit school
monthly.

CLEVELAND - A federal
grand jury has indicted a
German exporter on charges
of Illegally shipping machine
parts to Libya.
The indictment returned
Wednesday charged Helmut
Korelskl and Doornbos
Gmbh., a company in Solingen,
Germany, of violating a 1986
U.S. presidential order prohibiting the export of most
goods to Libya because of
support for terrorism.
Korelski, the manager of
Doornbos Gmbh., was charged
with sending machine parts
from Ohio to the Netherlands
and Germany and then to Libya The indictment said the
shipments occurred in 1991
and 1994.
The parts built by a company in Warren were re-

CINCINNATI - A 7-year-old
boy who wouldn't jump from a
second-floor window of his burning home died In the fire and his
4-year-old sister was injured,
firefighters said Thursday.

Firefighters said they found
the body of Terrance Williams
Jr. near a bedroom window. His
grandparents, who are guardians
of the boy, and his sister, Jamie
Jones, said they tried to rescue
Terrance from the burning bedroom late Wednesday night and

then urged him to jump out.
"He must have froze. The
grandmother was telling him to
jump out the window, and he
didn't do it," said Fred Caliguri,
the city's District 4 fire chief.
The boy started the fire when
he got a cigarette lighter and ig-

Lynch would not Identify the
Warren company but said
Korelskl's transactions involved millions of dollars. He
said Korelski was arrested in
Buffalo last summer and has
been free since then on
$250,000 bond.
Korelski could not be
reached for comment. There
are no phone listings under
that name in the Buffalo or
Warren areas.

Police capture
escaped inmate
in Cincinnati
city police, prison spokeswoman
Robin Knab said.

The Associated Press

CHTLLICOTHE, Ohio - An Inmate who escaped from a prison
camp was captured Thursday in
Cincinnati, the prison said.
Robert Achtermann, 31, had
been missing from the Ross Correctional Camp since about 6
nited a bean bag in the bedroom, p.m. Wednesday.
firefighters said.
He was last seen working at the
camp's farm center, the Ohio
Fire Lt. Mike Zimmerman said Department of Rehabilitation
he rescued Jamie from the sec- and Correction said.
Achtermann was seen walking
ond floor. She was reported in
critical condition Thursday at down a street in Cincinnati and
was arrested at about 11 am. by
Shriners Burns Institute.

Boy dies, younger sister injured in fire
The Associated Press

placement parts for concrete
plants. Assistant U.S. Attorney
James C Lynch said Wednesday.
He said the company continued selling Korelski replacement parts, which were
used to build Libya's Great
Man-Made River project, a
1,250-mile irrigation pipeline
to carry water from beneath
the Sahara Desert.

He was being held in the city
jail and would be returned to the
prison later Thursday, she said
Achtermann Is serving an
eight-to-15-year prison sentence
for felonious assault In Hamilton
County.
He arrived at the Ross Correctional Institution on Aug. 31,
1988, and was transferred to the
nearby minimum-security camp
on April 7,1992.

Ritchie found guilty in Dayton child murder
MONTY'S

James Hannah
The Associated Press

HAIR FASHIONS
' Get a 812.00 Haircut for only $10.00
includes shampoo call 352-2611 for
appt. 124 W. Wooster

BOWL~N~GREENERY
FRIDAY SPECIAL
$5.95 SEAFOOD SPLASH!
A variety of seafood
and our "own" clam chowder,
fncl: cIams,*6rallops, shrimp, and Pollock.
Also complete salad bar and baked potato.

Open 11:30-1:30

Best Values On Campus

DAYTON - It began on a
steamy July morning when a
sobbing Therressa Jolynn Ritchie called police to report her
4-year-old daughter missing.
It ended seven months later in
a courtroom when a jury found
Ritchie guilty of murdering her
daughter, Samantha.
In between was a roller coaster
ride of emotion for a community
gripped by the twists and turns
of unfolding drama.
"This was a loss felt by everyone," said Jeffrey Slyman, who
works In Dayton and lives in the
area.
Ritchie's call to police July 18
touched off a search that eventually Involved scores of police,

friends and volunteers.
For five days they knocked on
doors and searched waterways
and woods for Samantha. A photo
of the smiling, pigtailed girl was
distributed on thousands of posters and flashed across television
screens.
The scene outside Ritchie's
two-story duplex became what
one policeman described as a
circus. Television cables snaked
across the street to satellite
trucks, portable toilets were set
up, and a merchant delivered
free pizzas and soft drinks for
the searchers.
In the end, Samantha was
found one block from her home.
Police search dogs discovered
her beaten body in the waterfilled pit of an abandoned Ironcastings foundry.
•

i

The police investigation went
Into high gear.
Two weeks later, Ritchie's
stepfather asked officers to meet
him at a highway underpass. He
told them he had overheard Ritchie tell her mother that she had
attacked her daughter.
Police confronted Ritchie, 24,
and say she confessed.
"I heard the defendant say, 'I
didn't mean to kill her,'" Detective Tom Lawson testified.
"She said. There was so much
blood. I split her little pigtail.'"
Ritchie was arrested. Stunned
television viewers watched her
being led in handcuffs from
police headquarters across a
parking lot to the Jail.
A month later, the community
got another shock when Ritchie's
neighbor, Ernest Vernell Brooks,

i
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43, pleaded guilty to gross abuse
of a corpse, tampering with evidence and obstructing justice in
Samantha's disappearance.
A tearful Brooks testified
that Ritchie, who he said had;
been drinking screwdrivers and
smoking pot, grabbed Samantha
off the basement steps, began
beating her with an arm cast and
a wrench and then stomped on
her. Brooks said he helped Ritchie dispose of the blanketwrapped body at the foundry, piling bricks, steel and other debris
on top of the corpse.
Defense attorneys argued that
Brooks was a liar and had
changed his story several times.
They said police had no written
or recorded confession and that
none of Samantha's blood was
found in the Ritchie home, despite many police searches and
scientific testing that can detect
blood that Is invisible to the eye.
In the end, the jury took little
time to decide the matter, convicting Ritchie on Wednesday
after five hours of deliberation. -

HOM€ FIHCON HOCK€V TONIGHT llND TOMORROW vs. ILLINOIS-CHICAGO! &
COM6 PRCH me RR6NRI 6RSY RDMISSION ... JUST PR€S€NT YOUR STUD6NT I. D. RT TH€ DOOR.
/,-

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is running out on these apartments...

• Columbia Court
5 left

• East Merry
Full

• Field Manor

Walk To Everything
* 109 North Main #H
* 114 South Main
* 117 North Main
* 134 North Main
* 311 South Main #A
* 128 West Wooster
* 134 East Wooster #B

NEWI9VE

9 left

• Frazee Avenue

Rentals

8 left

328 S. Main
(Our Only Office)

... Get them while they last!
224 E. Wooster

352-5620

352-0717
i.

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
Summer and Fall Apartments
Available Now
Don't just sit there! Stop in today
for a complete apartment listing.

R.E. Management
•
■
•
.

841 Eighth St.
733 ManvUle
755 ManvUle
777 ManvUle

• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

CallNow!

352-9302

• 313 N. Main St.
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

113 Railroad St.
OpenMon. thru Fri.
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
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Judge questions jurors in Kevorkian case Runaway freight
Trial concerning
train injures nine,
doctor-assisted
suicide avoiding
destroys building
religious matters
Margaret Taut
The Associated Press

■tans. Men

The Associated Press
PONTIAC, Mich. - The assisted-suiclde trial of Dr. Jack
Kevorkian opened Thursday with
a judge questioning the 60 prospective jurors herself to keep
the lawyers from delving into
such matters as religion.
Kevorkian, 67, is accused of
aiding in the 1993 deaths of two
people who Inhaled carbon monoxide In apartments he rented.
He was charged under Michigan's now-expired ban on assisted suicide, which carries up
to four years in prison.
Circuit Judge Jessica Cooper
questioned the Jury panel herself
after a few days of wrangling
over defense attorney Geoffrey
Fleger'a bid to ask prospective
jurors such questions as "Does
your religion forbid suicide?"
Cooper said last week she
would allow such questions but
reversed herself on Monday
after an appeals court ordered
her to explain herself.
On Thursday, the judge told
Fieger and prosecutor Gregory
Townsend she might let them ask
some follow-up questions.
By midafternoon, Cooper had
dismissed four prospective jurors, three men and one woman.
The woman had told the judge
she might be affected by her religious beliefs.
Rkk-rd SklmWTH AiMdatH Pratt

Kevorkian has acknowledged
taking part in 27 suicides since
1990 while pushing his cause of
doctor-assisted suicide for the
terminally ill.
In the only other time he stood

Dr. Jack Kevorkian, right, meets with the media after arriving in the Oakland County Circuit Court
la Poatlac, Mich.
trial for assisted suicide - in 1994 Kevorkian is accused in the 61, of Oak Brook, IU. Mrs.
deaths of Merian Frederick, 72, Frederick had Lou Gehrig's
- Kevorkian was acquitted.
In the cases before Cooper, of Ann Arbor and Dr. Ali Khalili, disease. Khalili had bone cancer.

STABBING
Continued from page three.
The chief was sleeping when
he heard a noise about 4 a.m.
Wednesday, Keifer said.

"He started to roll, felt a sharp
burning pain in his chest, stood
up and saw a knife protruding
from his chest," Kelfer said.
Ward pulled the knife out and

woke his wife, who called au- was injured.
Kiefer said Wednesday there
thorities, the sheriff said.
Keifer said he had no motive or had been some Inconsistencies in
suspects. Nothing was taken the Wards' stories, which they
from the house and no one else had worked to reconcile.

ST. PAUL, Minn. - A runaway freight train traveling
up to 50 mph slammed into a
railroad office building, injuring nine men, and authorities
said today that sabotage was
suspected.
"There appears to have been
some tampering with the
train. As a result we have
called In the FBI," said Dick
Russack, a spokesman for
Burlington Northern Santa Fe
in Illinois.
Russack declined to elaborate on why sabotage was
suspected.
The Burlington Northern
train, carrying lumber, grain
and other cargo, originated in
Minneapolis and was bound
for Galesburg, IU., when its
brakes failed just before midnight Wednesday, said Rick
Ellis, a BN division superintendent. It was approaching
the freight yard of Canadian
Pacific Railroad.
One of the injured men was
pinned for three hours beneath a car holding IS tons of
grain. He was freed after rescuers dug into the frozen
ground to jack up the car.
He was upgraded from
critical to fair condition today,
suffering from hypothermia
Wind chills had been below
zero as rescuers worked to
free him from the wreckage.
None of the other injuries,
mostly fractures and sprains,
appeared to be life-threatening, authorities said. Five men
were treated and released.
FBI agents were examining
the wreckage today, Russack
said.
"Clearly it appears the
brakes failed, but in an Investigation one has to look at
everything," he said.
Canadian Pacific officials

said 44 rail cars and six locomotives derailed, including
cars and engines that were
knocked off the tracks by the
oncoming train.
Cars were twisted in every
direction, some upside down,
some on top of each other. The
impact knocked the rails off
their bed and wiped out a steel
pedestrian bridge over the
train yard.
Big sheets of plywood spilled out of railway cars like
decks of cards, and grain
poured onto the frozen gravel
beneath the wreckage.
Cleanup crews were siphoning
dlesel fuel out of the tanks and
off the ground.
"It's amazing there was not
any explosion and fire. That's
a miracle," said Mike McDonough, a Canadian Pacific electrician.
The train, with two locomotives and 89 cars, hit some of
the six CP locomotives parked
outside the CP office building
in the freight yard in southeast St. Paul. Then dozens of
cars from the BN train derailed, some slamming into the
building.
Ellis said he could not estimate how fast the train was
going, but that the average
speed in the area was 35 mph.
St Paul Fire Chief Tim Fuller
estimated that the train was
traveling 40-50 mph.
Mike Johnson, a freight car
inspector for Canadian Pacific, said he was in the lunchroom with five others getting
ready for a night's work when
they heard a switchman issue
a radio warning about the runaway train. That was about
three to five minutes before it
hit.
"Everybody ran out," he
said. "I didn't know what way
to go." He said he just bent
See TRAIN, page six.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
(Dayspritig Jtesem6Cy ofQod

St. Aloysius Catholic Church

comer of Summit & Clough St.
MASS SCHEDULE:
SATURDAY -5:30 PM
SUNDAY - 8:00 AM • 10:00 AM • 12:00 NOON
HOLY DAYS:
DAY BEFORE - 7:00 PM VIGIL MASS
HOLY DAY - 9:15 AM & 5:30 PM.

17360 N. Dixie B.G.
Just North of Woodland Mall
352-0672

Sunaay:
WORSHIP AT 10:00 AM & 6:00 PM
SCHOOL OF THE BIBLE - 9:00 AM
POWER ZONE
CHI ALPHA - THURSDAY NIGHTS AT 8:00 PM

ST. THOMAS MOIti:
UNIVERSITY l»AICISII
Maiiti:
Saturday Evening • S:OOp.m.
Sunday . 1 0:00a.m.• 11:30a.m.
•TtOOpjm.
Tuesday - 1 2:05p.m. Proul Chapel ion-campus)

Trinity Church
United Methodist
Vraisinff antf tProcCa-imirtfj Cfirist
at tHe fie art of Vtaii>£in/j (Jreen
Across from t/it CourtHouse
Sunday Worship 10 30

Tel #363-9031

Join Us For:
Fellowship
Tuesday evenings at 7pm
in the Alumni Room at the
University Union

Bible Study
Monday evenings at 9pm
or Wednesday at 7pm at
the Campus House, 612
E. Wooster

'For more Information call: 352: 6486

LUTHERAN ftiMEL

1124 East Wooster 352-5101
A

Sunday Worship 10:30
Join us for friendship and fellowship

ED

Church School 9 15

'Ash Wednesday-:
• 12■05a.m. al St Thomas More (Matt)
• 7p.m. at Grand Ballroom (ash tetvlce)
• 9:15pm al Grand Ballroom (ath terviot)

Active Christians Today

UMIVEMITV

Join us Feb. 21,1996 @ 9:00 PM for
Ash Wednesday worship

St. John the Baptist Episcopal Church
1505 E. Wooster SL, B.G.
Phone: 355-0881
Ash Wednesday (February 21): 7:30 p.m. Holy Eucharist
Thursday: 8:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist
Sunday: Eucharist at 8:00 a.m and 10:00 a.m.

w* %£&!&**
JL

MS. dunk St.

3S2-S176

• Ash Wednesday service (hbmy2i): 7 p.m.
pot Iwk dinner. 6 p.m.
• Lent services each following Wtdnesday at 7p.m.

Sunday morning service 10 a.m.
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Clinic witnesses tell
Salvi's comments
on day of shooting

Comforting

Katharine Webster
The Associated Press

Melanle Scrlvner comforts her lovebird Repeal after the bird
wit shot, and It* mate, Pete, wai killed during a burglary In her

The law defines indecency as
"any comment, request, suggestion, proposal, Image or other
communication that, in context,
depicts or describes in terms
patently offensive as measured
by contemporary community
standards, sexual or excretory
activities or organs."

DEDHAM, Mass. - In a voice
"like a preacher," John C Salvi
III shouted, "This is what you
get! You should pray the rosary!"
as he shot a receptionist to death
at an abortion clinic, witnesses
testified Thursday.
"Then he turned around and
ran like a chicken," said David
Fairbanks, who was entering the
clinic as people were fleeing.
Salvi, 23, of Hampton, N.H., is
charged with murdering two receptionists and wounding five
others in attacks on two abortion
clinics on Dec. 30, 1994. His attorneys admit that he did It and
are planning an Insanity defense.
Witnesses said he walked Into
an anteroom and waited to be acknowledged by receptionist Lee
Ann Nichols, then reached into a
duffel bag and pulled out a gun.
"Then he took a step to his left,
lifted his gun and shot me," said
Jane Sauer, a patient administrator who was the first to be hit.
Sauer said she rolled herself
into a ball behind a column, and
heard Salvi yelling "This is what
you get! You should pray the rosary!" as he pumped 10 bullets
into Nichols.
Clinic security guard Richard
Seron described Salvi's voice as
high-pitched and loud, yet "eloquent" and "like a preacher."
Seron, who exchanged gunfire
with Salvi, said the gunman's
eyebrows were arched, his brow
Asked to point out the man who
furrowed, his mouth taut and his shot him, Seron stood slowly, exeyes unblinking.
tended his left hand and pointed
Fairbanks, whose friend was at his fingers like a gun at Salvi.

employees. Two were on the Burlington Northern train.
Canadian Pacific spokesman
John Bergene said the track Is a
main line for Burlington Northern and Canadian Pacific trains.
Several CP trains were backed
up because of the derailment, he
said, and officials were trying to
reroute them.
Last October, one person was
killed and 78 injured in the sabo-

tage of Amtrak's Sunset Limited broken track. There have been no
In the desert near Hyder, Ariz., arrests.
about SS miles southwest of
On Sunday, the Los Angeles
Phoenix.
Times reported that Investigators were studying
Federal authorities said a sa- whether a Feb. 1 train wreck in
boteur removed a metal bar hold- southern California also could
ing rail sections together, pulled have been caused by sabotage.
29 spikes from a stretch of The wreck killed two people and
Southern Pacific-owned rail and touched off a spectacular fire
rewired a safety mechanism that that disrupted rail and highway
would have warned the crew of a traffic

Rural County, Kan., home.

Judge forbids enforcement of law
in effect at least until he hears
arguments on a lawsuit the
American Civil Liberties Union
PHILADELPHIA - A federal and 19 other groups filed on Feb.
judge Thursday banned the 8 - the same day President Clingovernment from enforcing a ton signed the Communications
new law forbidding the trans- Decency Act into law.
At the time, the Justice Demission of "indecent" material to
minors over computer networks. partment said it would wait at
U.S. District Judge Ronald L least a week before prosecuting
Buckwalter said his temporary any violators, but didn't rule out
restraining order would remain gathering evidence in the meanWayne Woolley
The Associated Press

time.
The ACLU argued the law
would violate privacy rights and
strangle free speech by authorizing the government to prosecute
people even for the private messages they send about AIDS,
abortion, politics and science any subject involving sex.
The Justice Department argued the law, which carries fines
up to $250,000 and prison terms

the clinic, turned around and fled
outside, diving from the landing
onto the sidewalk. Salvi stepped
over him, and when Fairbanks
got up to run away, Salvi fired
three shots at him, Fairbanks
said. All missed.
In the first cross-examination
of the trial, Salvi's lawyers challenged the suggestion that their
client had been motivated by his
anti-abortion views, rather than
by delusions of a conspiracy
against Roman Catholics. The
shootings, the defense claims,
were triggered by the murders of
four Catholic priests in Algeria
three days earlier.
Prosecutors say Salvi's actions
were the work of a man who was
in full control of his senses and
had carefully planned his crime*.
Seron said he saw Salvi picketing outside the clinic two to three
weeks before the shooting. Yet,
he conceded under crossexamination that he did not correctly Identify Salvi from mug
shots immediately after the attack.
"Is your memory better now
than it was a year ago?" asked
defense attorney Janice Bassil,
suggesting Seron was motivated
by the $100,000 reward offered
for information leading to the
gunman's capture.
Seron, who was shot in the attack, said he wasn't influenced
by the reward and received no
money.

of up to five years, will protect
children from pornography.

TRAIN
Continued from page five.
down and covered his head, and
the train stopped just 5 feet from
the room.
The impact of the cars hitting
the building pushed one man

through the floor, covering him thing you could ever Imagine bewith rubble, Johnson said, and he cause you knew you were going
was sure everybody would have to die but then It stopped just bebeen killed had the train not hit fore you did," he said.
the locomotives before plowing
The injured were taken to St.
into the building.
Paul-Ramsey Medical Center.
"It was the most incredible Seven were Canadian Pacific

Country singer hospitalized
CUT THIS LINE
The Associated Press

covering from Internal bleeding
she suffered while traveling to a
OKLAHOMA CITY - Country concert.
"She is resting well and is exmusic legend Tammy Wynette
was In the hospital Thursday re- pected to be discharged soon,"

BOIUL N-Gn€€N€tW
[SUNDAY BRUNCH'
Fresh Carved Roast Beef P£s\v|
and Fresh Carved
Ham or Turkey
Incl: Scrambled eggs, hash browns, bacon, dulchess
potatoes, mashed potatoes w/ gravy.
Also desserts and full salad bar

OP€N 11 am-2pm
17.25 + tax
$6.95 + tax
$3.75
children 3 and

ADULTS
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS
CHILDREN 4-11
under free* No other discount* apply

said her husband, George Richey. Her scheduled Thursday
show at the Riverside Resort in
Laughlin, Nev., was canceled.
Wynette, S3, who climbed the
country charts In the 1960s with
such hits as "Stand By Your
Man" and "D-I-V-O-R-C-E," became weak Wednesday and was
hospitalized at Integris Baptist
Medical Center.
Use of aspirin exacerbated an
ulcer and caused gastrointestinal
bleeding, hospital spokesman
Randy Sachs said. The bleeding
had been stopped Thursday, but
Wynette was expected to remain
In the hospital for a few days.
"She's had this problem to
some degree in the past," Sachs
said, adding that Wynette's condition wasn't life-threatening.
Health problems have dogged
the singer for several years. For
about two weeks in late 1993 and
early 1994, she was hospitalized,
for a time in critical condition,
because of a severe Infection of
the bile duct.
In 1986 she entered the Betty
Ford Center to fight an addiction
to prescription painkillers. .
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Powers continues to fix leers lineup
Christian Pelusl
The BC News
Falcon head coach Buddy
Powers' gameplan to defeat the
Illinois-Chicago Flames twice
this weekend at
the Ice Arena
was succinctly
Mated Thursday.
"They're a
team that at the
drop of the
puck will be
ready to go and
Power*
we have to
break their

Tides have
turned for
Toledo,
BG teams

spirit." Pretty simple, but simple
doesn't describe the adjustments
Powers has been pressed Into
making over the course of this
season.
Powers has practically moonlighted as a plumber, tinkering
with the BG fixtures to keep the
team running at maximum efficiency.
Starting goaltender Bob Petrie
and right wing Mike Johnson are
out indefinitely and possibly for
the season with a pulled groin
and broken wrist, respectively.
Powers planned no major reconstruction, only a tightened
pipe here and there. The plan was

to install Mike Savard and Jeff
Herman Into the vacated positions and stick to their philosophy.
Savard and Herman have takfcn
advantage of their increased
playing time and responsibilities
and the team has rededlcated Itself to their tough, aggressive
style of hockey.
"Buddy's had to juggle the
lineup a little bit, but the whole
team has a lot of good players on
It and I'm sure If anyone else
goes down, hell find the right
matchups or add the right Ingredient," Herman said.
Powers deflected any praise

for the team's recent 5-1 run.
"To me, ifa up to us [the
coaches] to find a way to win and
It's up to the players to respond
and perform and they have."
Powers' statement of how to
beat UIC also reflects BG's style.
The Falcons' rediscovery of
their dogged forechecking style
has been a key to the team's success.
"The credit goes to the players
because If they don't adapt to
what you're trying to do, it
doesn't matter what the system is
that you're trying to put In,"
Powers said.
"The Injuries have focused us

"In every one of [the forechecks], the players responded
and it's helped us win some
games," Powers said. "We're limiting quality shots on net and
we're keeping teams In that
three-goal range. It takes quality
goaltendlng and good team defense to make that happen."
The two games against UIC
this weekend start a four-game
homestand that ends next weekend with contests against Ohio
State and Notre Dame.
The combined record of those
three teams is 22-53-11-

Puthoff top gun for surging Falcons
Guard works on defense
to be all-around player
Steve Wlldman
The BG News

Jeremy Yohe
The BC News
In the first meeting this year
between Bowling Green and
Toledo, the Rockets were the
team to beat In the Mid-American
Conference winning their first
seven league games.
Since then, UT has struggled
on the road losing at Central
Michigan and Akron. After a win
over Ball St. the Rockets then
lost to Kent at home.
Now at 10-3 In the MAC, Toledo
must come to Anderson Arena
and face a stronger Falcon team
that lost at Savage Hall 84-81.
"We are playing better than we
wire when we went up there,"
said BG head coach Jaci Clark.
'That game proved to us that we
could play and we have been
playing pretty well since then.
"Our offense Is more consistent and more confident and
we proved that we could play defense on a game by game basis."
'• After winning three in a row,
BG is now 8-5 in the MAC and has
indeed been performing better
with the ball. Junior Michelle
Terry paced the Falcons In the
win at Eastern Michigan setting a
school record going 11-11 from
the field surpassing Lori Alber's
12-13 shooting against Cincinnati
during the 92-93 season.

"One of our goals was
to be seeded at the
tournament so we
know what we need
to do to be seeded."
Michelle Terry
junior center
And Terry points to the fact
that the team Is focused on getting a seed in the tournament as
one of the keys to the teams consistent play.
"Everybody Is clicking now."
she said. "One of our goals was to
be seeded at the tournament so
we know what we need to do to be
seeded."
' Terry scored 23 for the night
along with three other starters
, hitting double digits.
:' "Michelle had a great game
:.and we talked about that all
! year," Clark said. "If our inside
: game gets going It really helps
; our outside game and we have
) four legltamlte scorers on a con; alstent basis and Bridget [An' <Jrews]coming off the bench and
! doing a good Job for us."
Since Inserting Brooke Belcher
(Into the starting point guard poslI tlon three games ago, BG has cut
! down on the turnovers and now
have more depth on the bench
i with Andrews.
"Brooke Is doing a good job of
; 'running the offense," Clark said.
"She doesn't make a lot of mistakes and that gives everyone
else a chance [to score]. Our
I .turnovers are way down."
L BG has played strong at home
all year and have amassed an 8-2
; home mark and are coming off
! their best shooting game against

more on playing the system,"
said defenseman Kelly Perrault.
"When you play within the
system, you're successful. When
everyone Is on the same page,
things always work out."
The system varies over the
game's duration. The Falcons
harrass the opposing team's attack beginning In the opponents'
defensive end.
Powers deploys either a 1-2-2
forecheck, meaning one forward
In first with two forwards behind
to force turnovers, or a 2-1-2 or a
2-3. In every set. Powers has
been pleased In the team's performance.

SUn WlldmaVTi. BG Ne«

Bowling Green's, Sara Puthoff, drives the baseline in a game against Central Michigan earlier In
the year.

Every team has a player that
they can count on, a player that
Is looked to In clutch situations.
On the Bowling Green women's
basketball team, that player is
Sara Puthoff.
Puthoff Is one of the reasons
the Falcons are making a run to
finish In the top four places in
the Mid-American Conference.
A finish of fourth-place or better will give Bowling Green the
opportunity to host a firstround game in the MAC tournament. MAC opponents are
not taken surprised by Puthoff,
she Is the sixth highest scorer
in the MAC, and many teams
have set out to shut her down.
"Everybody knows about
Sara and that puts a lot of pressure on her to get the Job
done," head coach Jaci Clark
said. "We have to work hard to
get her open. But when we do,
we usually score."
Puthoff started last year as a
freshman when the Falcons
moved Into their MAC schedule. Her efforts garnished her
MAC Freshman of the Year
honors. Clark says it was due to
hard work.
"She really loves the game.
She'll put her time in, either on
the court or In the weight
room," Clark said "She wants
to be a good player, but moreover she wants her team to be a
good team."
Starting as a freshman Is not
a chance that many atheletes
face in their college careers. It
came as a surprise to Puthoff.
"I had no Idea that I would be
starting as a freshman. If s unbelievable ," Puthoff said.
"You come In as a freshman
and expect to play a little, so I
was shocked with the start."
"As a freshman she surprised a lot a people that she
could be so consistent In scoring. It takes a little while for
kids to become so consistent.
Sara doesn't have that problem, and that is her strength,"
Clark said.
Parents are known to have
high expectations for their
children, but Ron Puthoff was
just aa surprised as his

"She wants to be
good player, but
moreover she
wants her team to
be a good team."
Jaci Clark
basketball coach
daughter moving Into the starting sport.
"It was a surprise to see her
starting as a freshman. I don't
think that many parents expect
that," Ron Puthoff said.
Puthoff is averging 16.8 a
game. She Is ranked second in
the MAC in three-point shooting with 2.3 treys a game.
Her three-point field goal percentage is the third best In the
MAC at .421. She gives all the
credit for her success to her
teammates.
"They do a good job getting
me the ball. They set up
screens and they deserve all of
the credit for my success,"
Puthoff said
If there has been one area
that Puthoff has had to work on
It has been her defense. As a
freshman Puthoff was having a
problem shuting down the opponent. This season has been
Improvement on Puthoffs defense. A Improvement that is
backed up by her teammates.
"I got beat a lot last year.
That made me want to work
harder this year," Puthoff said.
"I play with a lot more confidence. I know that If the player
gets around me, my teammates
are there to back me up."
"Her defense has come along
a lot. That is just one way that
Sara is an example on the
court," Clark said "She has
changed, she wants to play
tough defense and she has
worked on that" When Puthoff
came to Bowling Green she
didn't feel alone Puthoff has
spent six years playing with
sophmore guard, Brooke Belcher and freshman center
Jackl Raterman. The three
See GUARD, page nine.

BG hopes Ninkovic can be factor at UT
Scott Brown
The BG News

The three-headed monster that
was the Bowling Green offensive
attack - Antonio Daniels, Anthony Stacey and Jay Larranaga may have added a fourth head
on Wednesday.
The addition of Dayon Ninkovic as another threat - he had 34
points In Wednesday's 72-70 upset of Eastern Michigan - could
prove key for BG Saturday as
they visit arch-rival Toledo's
Savage Hall (7 p.m., WBGU-FM,
WFOB-AM).
Ninkovic took advantage of the
holes In an Eagle defense that
was aimed at shutting down the
See TIDES, page nine. Big Three. His 34 points consti-

tutes the most by a Falcon in one
game In over ten years.
"I think Dayon was the recipient of some very fine passes, but
I also think he took his time and
was patient In around the basket," BG head coach Jim Larranaga said Thursday. "He used the
shot fakes to a great advantage.
We've been trying to get him like
that all season long."
The Rockets will be forced to
account for Ninkovic In their defensive scheme, alleviating the
pressure on the Big Three to
produce. Opponents have been
double-teaming Stacey on the
blocks, with the Eagles limiting
him to just eight points on
Wednesday.
It will be a huge game for the

"Tuesday was the first day we had
everybody, and it was nice."
Jim Larranaga
basketball coach
Falcons, the long-standing rivalry with Toledo notwithstanding.
BG sits In a three-way tie for
fifth place in the conference with
Miami and Toledo after Wednesday's action.
"I think we have so few games
left in our season right now, It's
not really tough getting up for
them," said Falcon guard Jay
Larranaga. "We really have to

i

win the rest of our games to Insure ourselves of a home berth,
which U really our goal right
now."
The top four teams In the conference will host MAC Tournament quarterfinal round games.
Coach Larranaga said that the
team should be at full strength
again Saturday. The team has
been on an emotional roller coas-

ter since the death of Daniels'
brother last week in Dayton.
Tuesday waa the first day
we've had everybody, and It waa
nice," Larranaga said "Before
that, in practice you were always
working with some unit that you
didn't even know if you would
play them together so I think it is
Just good that we are healthy.
"Emotionally, we feel good.
Psychologically, I think we
should feel very good about ourselves.''
Shutting down Toledo's Craig
Thames will be the focal point for
the Falcon defense. Thames,
averaging a robust 21.7 points
per game, had 25 points in the
See FACTOR, page eight
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Swimmers collide at BG women, men netters
Mid-American meet

4E

200-meter backstroke event.
Senior Jenifer O'Rourke also had
a good day, taking first while
posting her season best time in
Blake Parkins
the 100-meter backstroke.
The BC News
Bowling Green swimming
coach Randy Julian was pleased
This week, the Bowling Green with the team's performance and
women's swimming and diving attitude going Into the conferteam travels to Ohio University ence meets.
for the Mid-American Conference meet The three day event
"Our performance has been
starts today and continues tremendous,"said Julian. "We
through Saturday.
can be a major player in the
At the meet, the Falcons will MAC*."
match up with all of the teams in
Coming off a strong performthe conference. This includes a ance against Ball State, senior
Ball State club that went un- Mo Sullivan Is optimistic about
defeated during the regular the team's chances at MACs.
season.
"We have the potential to take
The team arrived at Athens fourth at MACs," said Sullivan.
Tuesday evening, and took to the Refering to the Ball State meet,
water yesterday. The first heats Sullivan commented, "The
begin today.
seniors swam well today."
The team is going into the meet
Other swimmers are excited to
with a lot of momentum. The Fal- compete in the conference meet.
cons had a brilliant showing Senior Jenifer O'Rourke said she
against Ball State two weekends was eagerly anticipating the
ago. The Cardinals club, that rou- MAC conference meet
tinely scores up to 200 points per
contest, was held to only 170.
"We are ten times more exBG swimmer Michelle Pilling cited for MACs," said O'Rourke.
finished first in die 1,000-meter "We know what we can do."
freestyle, defeating a Ball State
The final contests of the womswimmer who had never lost the en's meet will be decided on Satevent. Senior Cheryl Patteson urday. The men will compete one
placed first in three events, the last time. Bowling Green will
200-meter butterfly, the host the MAC conference meet
200-meter breaststroke, and the February 22-24.
200-meter individual-medley.
The contests will take place
Tract Sanderson finished first from 12:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. and
in the 3-meter diving competi- also from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00p.m. on
tion. Leanne Shelly won the' each of the three days.

SWIMMING

FACTOR
Continued from page (even.

teams' earlier meeting this
season: a 76-75 victory for BG at
Anderson Arena.
Jay Larranaga warns,
however, that the rest of the
Rockets cannot be overlooked.
"I think Craig is going to score,
no matter what," Jay Larranaga
; said "He's a great player, but we
Just need to be able to hold their
other guys down so that maybe
:
he gets his average but the other
; guys dont."

Casey Shaw averages 14.9
points per game while Kevin
Baker adds 10.0 per game for the
Rockets, who lost at home to Ohio
University on Wednesday.
The fact that the game is on the
road makes it that much more
Important for the Falcons. BG is
only 1-6 on the road In conference play this season.
"Aside from Eastern, I don't
think anybody In the league has
been able to win on the road," Jay
Larranaga said.
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both take to the road

Falcons hope to rebound after last week's split
Piul Markoff
The BC News

The Bowling Green women's
tennis team will attempt to rebound from last week's split in
a round-robin tournament this
weekend In Kentucky.
The tournament will be
hosted by Eastern Kentucky,
while both Southern Illinois
and Louisville will also compete In the round-robin affair.
Coach Penny Dean feels the
toughest competition for the
Falcons will come from Louisville. Earlier this year Louisville defeated Indiana State
4-3. Last weekend the Falcons
fell to Indiana State by a score
of 5-2.
Dean also feels Eastern Kentucky will make a formidable
opponent The Falcons downed
Eastern Kentucky last year 6-3,
but Dean feels Eastern Kentucky has improved.
"It will definitely be an interesting match," Dean stated.
"Last season despite losing,
they beat us at our top spots in

both number one singles and
doubles."
The Falcons will travel to
Kentucky without an important
part of their line-up, sophomore Jenny Cheung. Cheung
will remain In Bowling Green
due to sickness, possibly from
contracting a minor virus.
Cheung usually teams up with
junior Cindy Mikalajewski for
second doubles. That duty will
fall upon junior Julie Weisblatt
this weekend. Dean feels
Cheung's loss will affect the
team, but that Weisblatt Is a
solid replacement.
"The loss of Jenny definitely
effects us In doubles," Dean
said. "But Julie has played with
Mikalajewski before and they
make a nice pair."
Another change for the Falcons will be the addition of
sophomore Sarah Lindqulst
into the line-up. Lindqulst, a
transfer from the University of
Michigan, will have the opportunity to play under the tournament system which allows a
seventh singles player.
The Falcons will enter the

tournament with Mikalajewski
leading the way. Mikalajewski,
the Falcons' top singles player,
comes off an outstanding
weekend In which she won all
of her matches, both singles
and doubles. Dean to confident'
her success will continue.
"Last week her (Mikalajewski's) Intensity was very high,"
Dean said. "In order for her to
stay on top, she needs to stay
intense every week."
The Falcons must Improve
upon last week's performance
If they are to fare well against
the southern schools. According to Dean, the bottom half of
the line-up must focus more on
a point-to-point basis and stay
patient.
"They need to work on developing each point of their
match," Dean stated. "We
came In a little Impatient last
week and must concentrate on
each point."
Dean is looking foward to an
exciting weekend of tennis,
and sees it as a building block
for the season. "It should be a
good event for us," Dean said.

Boilermakers ranked 9th in midwest region
Paul MarVoff

The BC News

The Bowling Green men's
tennis team will try to stay on a
roll when they travel to West
Layefette this weekend to
battle the Purdue Boilmakers.
The Falcons are coming off
one of their
biggest
weekends
ever after
defeating Big
Ten Powerhouse Wisconsin 5-2.
The last time
a Falcons
team
defeated a
Morln
Big Ten squad in tennis was in
1981. The opponent was Purdue
University.
Purdue comes Into the match
as the 9th ranked team in the
Midwest Region, and boasts
the top doubles team In the region. The Boilmakers doubles
team consists of freshmen
Chris James and Derek Myers.
Both Myers and James, along

with freshman Jamie Gordon,
anchor the top singles spots
and are all regionally ranked.
Falcon coach Dave Morin is
impressed with the Boilmakers
top singles players and doubles
team.
"They have the best recruiting class in the Big Ten,"
Morin stated. "They have the
top doubles team In the region,
and their singles players are
very talented."
Although Morln to Impressed, he does not feel overwhelmed or outmatched. According to Morln the Falcons
top doubles team of Junior
Adam Tropp and senior Mark
Ciochetto can compete with
anyone.
"If they (Tropp and Ciochetto) can play their best match
they can beat James and
Myers," Morin said. "They
have the ability and confidence
to knock off anyone."
Morln feels the Falcons are
still searching for some missing pieces, and hopes junior
Seth Dlmllng is the answer.
Dimllng will replace freshman

Man Wiles, and will join
freshman Radu Bartan at the
third doubles position.
"Seth has had really good results playing doubles In practice," Morin stated. "He to a
very successful doubles
players."
Also making the switch will
be sophomore Milan Ptak,
which has been juggled between the number one and two
singles positions. Morln was
impressed with Ptak's play last
weekend and hopes the change
will enhance his play.
"Milan to going to have to
have another good weekend,"
Morin said. "He needs to show
me he can play at number one,
and not be overwhelmed by his
opponent"
Other changes include the
rise of junior Joel Terman and
sophomore Ryan Gabel to the
fourth and fifth singles spots,
while sophomore David Anderton drops from fourth to sixth
singles.
"I told the guys if you win
your match you'U play next
week," Morin stated.
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Track has
eyes on first
at All-Ohio
tournament

<E

TRACK

William Sanderson
The BC News

Coming off a win, Bowling
Green goes to the All-Ohio
Championships this Saturday.
The All-Ohio Championships will
host every division one track
team In the state of Ohio, both
male and female. Ashland, a division two school, will also be
there. The full list Is: Miami,
Bowling Green, Kent, Ohio,
Toledo, Akron, Cleveland State,
Youngstown State, Cincinnati,
Ashland and, host, Ohio State.
The Falcons' women's team is
going for the win. After coming
In third, behind Ohio State and
Kent, In last year's All-Ohio,
coach Steve Price feels he has a
strong enough team to do it.
"We have won the All-Ohio
Outdoor Championships in years
past." said Price. "We have a
very strong outdoor team. This
year we also have a very strong
indoor team, and we hope to
win."
Mens' head coach, Sid Sink, is
looking ahead of this weekend,
though.
"This meet Is important to us,
but not as important as the MAC
Championships," said Sink.
"We're not going into this with
the expectation of winning but
we do expect to score some
points and do welL"
Bowling Green is going Into
this week with something less
than full steam. First of all, Scott
Thompson has been suspended.
The hurdling ace of the Falcons'
deck of cards, missed a mandatory team meeting that the athletes knew they had to attend.
Thompson has all ready secured
a trip to the NCAA championships in March. As an indirect
benefit, Thompson will be able to
rest his bad foot.

"We have won the
All-Ohio Outdoor
Championships in
past years."

Steve Price
women's track coach

Alex Sprague continues to be
plagued by back problems, and
will be out this weekend. Sprague
should be ready for the MAC
Championships next weekend.
Some athletes won't be competing In all of their usual events.
Most notably, distance runner
Tim Arndt will only run in the
800, not the mile as he usually
does.
The Falcon men are resting
their hopes on the shoulders of
three athletes. Freshman, Rah'Sheen Clay will try to win his
second 400 in two weeks. Arndt is
expected to win his only event of
the week, the 800. Perhaps the
most certain out of the three, is
pole vaulter Brian Downey.
Week in and week out, Downey
seems to always be at the top of
the results.
The women expect to have
most of their success in the track
portion of the contest. The prospect of a sweep looms in the
5,000, with Kristen Gaddis, Suzanne Isco, and Missy Lyne.
Gaddis, Hall, Lyne and Isco are
ranked one through four in the
MAC
The 3,000 will also be dominated by the orange and brown. Junior Laura Hall and senior Traci
Losl are ranked sixth and eighth
respectively In the MAC. Freshman Jodl Rafferty remains undefeated in the high jump. She is
ranked third in the MAC with a
mark of five feet, six and a half
inches.
The women, for the most part,
are healthy. Sophomore Kristen
Inman wont run the hurdles.
Laura Hall has a slight hip problem, but that won't stop her from
competing.
The competition will be held at
the French Fleldhouse on the
campus of Ohio State University.
Field events start at 10:00 a.m.
Track events begin at 10:30.
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Morrison faces uncertain future
Kelly Kurt
The Associated Press
TULSA, Okla. -- Tommy
Morrison's voice quivered and
his face Hushed. Never did he
think this could happen to him.
"I honestly believed I had a
better chance of winning the
lottery than contracting this
disease," he said. "I've never
been so wrong in my life."
On Thursday, a second test
confirmed that he did, indeed,
have the virus that causes
AIDS.
"I'm here to tell you I
thought that I was bulletproof,
and I'm not," Morrison said.
He described a life of promiscuous sex and how he was ignorant about the way AIDS is
transmitted. He also said,
however, he believes he could
have contracted the virus
through bloody bouts in the
ring.
"I dont know how I got it and
it's really not important," he
said at a news conference.
Morrison entered the news
conference composed and confident, the same air he took
into the ring. But his face reddened and his voice cracked as
he spoke of an uncertain future
and expressed concern for his
family and for women with
whom he had relations.
"I hope I can serve as a
warning that living this lifestyle can only lead to one
thing," he said. "And that's
misery."
The 27-year-old from Jay,
Okla, learned he tested positive for HIV Just before Saturday's scheduled Las Vegas
fight against Arthur Weathers.
Morrison said he had no symptoms and had received no noDavid Longarr«lh/Thc Aiaecuacd Prt.i
tice from previous sex part- Heavyweight boxer, Tommy Morrison answers questions at a news conference In Tulsa, Okl. Thursners to indicate he might have day afternoon.
the disease.
exchanged there is a risk of
The announcement of MorrHe spent the past week callAs far as requiring AIDS
transmission, she said. CDC
ing former sparring partners ison's positive test Monday
testing for boxers, the CDC enstudies of the NFL show the
and sexual partners, encourag- prompted boxing officials nacourages any precautions and
risk in that sport is extremely
ing them to take an HIV test. tionwide to call for mandatory
education that could help relow.
So far, none of them, including HIV testing. But the national
duce the risk, Ms. Bonds said.
While boxers are more likely
his girlfriend, have turned up Centers for Disease Control
positive, he said.
to be bloodied during competihave received no reports of
"We feel the risk is low, but
"My prayers go out to them HIV transmission through athtion, "it would take quantity
we need to make that risk even
and duration" of exposure to
nightly and their families that letics, spokeswoman Michele
lower," she said.
the virus for possible transsomehow everything will be Bonds said.
Morrison said he endorsed
But anytime bodily fluids are
OK," Morrison said.
mission, she said.
mandatory HIV testing.

GUARD
Continued from page wven.

atheletes played togother in Troy
in the Amatuer Athletic Union.
Their team went to nationals two
times. Jack! Raterman has seen a
change from the player that she
played with in the AAU.
"She Is playing with a lot more
poise and her passing has improved," Raterman said. "She is
a lot of fun to play with. Sara was
one of the reasons that I decided
to come here to play."
In situations where the Falcons
are behind or need a threepointer to pull away, Puthoff is
usually the player they look to.
That pressure could be too much
for many athletes but Puthoff
takes it in stride.
"I love it. It shows me that my
teammates have a lot of confidence in me and they will give
me the ball at that crucial time.
That means a lot to me," Puthoff
said.
Chrlssy Bllllter has been
having a great season. Bllllter
gives some of the credit for her
success and that of the team's to
Puthoff. "She adds great depth.
. She Is not just a scorer. She can
rebound and she can play defense. She is the complete package," Billiter said. "She has real-

ly helped me out a lot. Being a
sophmore I look up to her and
Bridget [Andrews]. They have
really helped me on and off the
court." Puthoff is not a "in your
face" kind of leader. Her role is
to lead by example. Two reserve
players, Bridget Andrews and
Candy Day recognize that
leadership skill.
"She is a good leader. She
doesnt have to yell at us," An;
drews said. "She just goes out
and performs, she knows her job
and we know ours. She is just
great to play with"
"She is great to play basketball
with She leads on the court,"
Day said. "If I have the ball inside and I'm double covered, I
look to Sara to dish it back out to.
I just have so much confidence in
her shot"
The Falcons are a young team.
Three sophmores, Brooke Belcher, Charlotta Jones, and Sara
Puthoff are starting. Chrissy Bllllter is a starter as a freshman.
Michelle Terry is the upperclassman of the starters as a junior. All five will be back next
season.
"We should be even better next
year. We have all five starters
coming back and we have the nucleas of being a great team,"
Puthoff said.

TIDES
Continued from page seven.

the Eagles.
"We shot great last game and
we are still rebounding well so
we are working on the defensive
side of the boards." Clark said.
UT's, Mimi Olson leads the
MAC in scoring at 19.8 ppg, but
the Falcons kept her in check
only allowing her 17 points on
6-14 shooting from the floor. It
was the Rocket's 5-2 point guard.
Heather Smith that broke down

BG defensively. Smith dished out
16 assists along with her 12
points.
_
Sara Puthoff led BG's scoring
with 26 hitting four 3-pointers.
"Everybody realizes how important it is to play at home," she
said. "If you look at the standings
and at the records you are going
to bet on someone at home. At
home teams have some good records and that is where everyone
wants to be."
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Toledo star comes out of shadow
Rusty Miller
rhe Associated Press
He's probably the best player
you've never seen.
Cralg Thames, Toledo's multitalented guard, has spent his entire basketball career in the
background. Others - some not
as good - have received standing
ovations.
"I watch other guards around
the country on TV," Thames said.
"I'm doing things on the court as
much as they are and they're getting more publicity. Sometimes I
think I get overlooked a little bit
because I'm in a location that
doesn't get much exposure. But
that's something that happens in
college basketball. I just try to go
out every day and try to prove to
people what kind of game I've
got."
By whatever yardstick you
want to use, Thames is terrific.
Coming into this week, he is
listed among the top 10 In the
Mid-American Conference in
scoring (second, 21.3 ppg), field
goal percentage (ninth, .493),
3-point field goals (tie for sixth,
2.1 per game), free-throw per-

DINNER SPECIALS

centage (fourth, .831), assists
(fifth, 4.0), steals (second, 2.3)
and 3-point percentage (fifth,
.457).
Although opposing coaches
rave about him and fans love to
watch the 5-foot-ll senior, there
always seems to be someone else
who is the focal point.
Although he was a good player
at Toledo's Waite High School,
lesser talents with more successful programs grabbed all the
headlines.
Because of poor test scores, his
hometown university was one of
the few Division I programs that
remained interested in him.
He waa first-team All-MAC last
season but was eclipsed by threetime conference player of the
year Gary Trent, dreadlocked
Miami forward Devin Davis or
even hard-working Steve Payne
of MAC tournament champion
Ball State.

This year, despite creeping up
on 2,000 points for his career and
playing on a successful team,
Thames still gets lost in the shuffle. Bonzl Wells, although only a
sophomore, is having a monster
year for second-place Ball State
Eastern Michigan is ranked 23rd
in the country and owns a two-

game lead in the MAC - and it
has standouts like Brian Tolbert,
Earl Boy kins and Theron Wilson.
"It's something I've had to deal
with," Thames said. "It's the
same way it was In high school.
Some players were really touted
and got a lot of attention, while I
stood in the shadows.
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• NOW RENTING*

Are Yo
test Today at 6pm

_
^

135 S Byrno fld • Toledo* 531-0079* Mlp-.WwwW.showgirl.com
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Jen Hykes

Ryan Honeyman

WeddintT Party:
Liberty Miller
Kristen Schmenk
Cindy Crawford

Witnesses:

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

iH"ii(iimiiiii.iiiiiii>

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!

(across from Taco Bell)
\L'i>

t

Debbie Webster
Heather Schaffer
RamonaAskins
Mandy Grodi
Dedra GoldHoff
Christine Bonin
Shay Roseman
Jenny Ward
Maureen Tooke
Kim Huesman
Anne Marie Mayer
Molly McCullen
Gigi Lammie
Mike Tyson
Marcia Clark
Tommy Boy
Rosie Palms
Julie Kramer
Andrea Cervantes
Nicole Gutowski
OID'SMOM

Brian Perry
Eric Hopkins
Matt Dobransky
Nate Bickel
Mike Pheifer
Jason Anderson
Mark Keller
Paul Adelsperger
Blake Parkins
Marc Palmer
Jason Vincent
Bret Perry
Tom Hollender
Mike Beats
TimKarlen
Jason Butler
Tim Swann
Jason Carl
Bob Radwan
Brian Sinclair
FLIPPY

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
146 North Main Bowling Green

Bride;

Groom:

Greg Lesinski
Dave Kreienkamp
Steve Crosby

(Too many to list)

GRILLED SWORDFISH MJ.«I

\l'l> Ai<l> AL'I>

February 17,1996

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

POACHED STERLING SALMON »vt

Al'l>

Winter Wedding

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heal
and water included, air conditioning

CERTIFIED ANGUS
PRIME RIB »I4«

STUFFED FLOUNDER IMM

M'l> AI'I>

Alpha Sigma Phi

FHIUAV SATURDAY SUNDAY

BROILED LAMB CHOPS > i s«

U/et Panty Reuue
Sunday Fet> 18th

Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance lo campus Summer 1 W(> and school year
1996-1997.

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE

™

A

Always Open
j UrtfJI 4am every Thur, Frl

Ail<l>

641 Third St. Apt. 4, !>.<;. Resident Manager 352-43X0

.y 101?

Al'l'

\!'l>

\L«1' ,\l-l>

\L'I>

M'l'

M"l>

Ai'l>

\i'|i

Classifieds
page ten
CAMPUS EVENTS

Friday, February 16, 1996
JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPappleations
are now available in 302 a 319 Waal Hall
DEADLINE: MARCH 15,1998

—ADVERTISING CLUB—
Monday. Feb. 18-8 p.m.- BA 1010
Speaker Shefy Dn ol The CatM System

ONE MORE WEEKIII
UAO la going to Panama City I
Lot ua lake the worry out
of planning a great Spring Breakl
$271 Hotel a TrenaportaHon
$181 Hotel Only
Contact 2-7164 lor mora into"'
DONTMtSSm

African Peoples Association
Friday, February 23
Uovie Mght 9 a:00pm ■ A1007
Saturday. February J«
Cultural Extravaganza
An Evantng ol Story Tailing, Poelry Reading, Muek, African Drumming, Oanca,
Faahton. Food and Fellowship. (:00pm St.
Thomaa Mora Parian (lovksllon only)
ACS Halr-Cut-A-Thon
Monday Fabruary 19th
430pm is 7:30pm BA 1010
ALL HAIRCUTS M
So coma on out and oat a groat naw
look and haip raiaa money
lor the DavW's House
Danca Marathon'Dance Marathon
Doaa your orgarwabon want to still get m
volvad wi-h Danca Marathon' Call 372-0530
tor mora IntormaDon.
Danca Marathon-Dance Marathon
DISNEY BAHAMA CRUISE
Overbought apacial to public. 7 daya. 6 raghii.
$160porponuyi.Csl407-*»5l-6006sit 17.
Don't fcass the Hockey Game!
BSGU vi. linoii - Chicago
Sal. Fab.17.1996© 7 pm
BGSUIoaArana
FirM 200 peopwioatiend the game
w* racaiva a Falcon or lea Skating pen
aponaorad by UAO-2-7164
HEY EVERYBODY!
Hava you nominated aomabody tor
the 1996 Maatar Taachar Award?
Haip recognize leaching excellence,
pick up a nomination lorm at the
Mien Alumni Cantar by 5 Frldayl
Cant get in In bv than?
Giva uia can SI2-6849I
Intamihip Saminar
Tuatday. Fabruary 20th. 1996
7:30pm
104 Bualnaai Admnaraoon
aponaorad by Tha Society for
Human Ratourca Managamant
'Find Out How to Gat do*
'In tar ship you want*
Sua Young from tha Co-op office
will be there

J*M CARROLL WILL BE HE RE
Tuaa.. Fob. 20at 8 p m
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Free Admiiaion
Featured on MTV ai a rock atar. poet.
and author ol 'Basketball Dianas'
httpv/VAvw tigsu eoWccarter/carrollhtm

PERSONALS

Hey Stud en tsl
Check out what the Newly Remodeled
Quarter's Bar and Oil
has k)offer in Friday's TV listings

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Cabinet Brother!
ol the Week
Derek Hyde
Dave Spieldenner
Smoke 'am S>gs

HfTCH THE SKES
Csrnb/Mei only $189 in
Europe (164V Low Domestic Rates
AIRHfTCH

HELP WANTED

KD- Jennifer Matthews 109
Great Job on representing Kappa Delta at
Panhel. Wa are very proud of you and your
hard work is appreciated! '
KD- Jennifer Matthews *K0

Bathing Suits 25-70% off.
Collegia m Connection.
531 Ridge St.

Tha Intertratermty Council Invites you to the
Greek Philanthropies this weekend:
Sax Fab. 17, FUI Sumo Slam, 1100 Eppler

Bigger Better Happy Hours at
•reweters
3-9 get pizza, pint specials and $1 specials on
pints, hot doga. and wings.

Tonight's the night. Be at the house at 7:00.
Here you win see why Kappa is SI I

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
FRIDAY SPECIAL ■ ROAST BEEF PLATTER
INCLUDES OPEN FACED ROAST BEEF,
MASHED POTATOES AND VEQATABLE
tq.egnAM-OONE

Live at Campus Polly eyes
THE WAYFAHES
Saturday Mght 9:30-1230

Sun. Fab. 18, Delta Gamma/Phi Delta Thata
Anchor Splash. 1.00 Student Recreation
Center, Cooper Pool; Chi Omega Twister
Tournament, 10:00am Anderson Arena
Valentine'a Parly
An AM-Campus Event sponsored by the
World Student Aseoclallon
Programs of tha night
Karaoke
Free Foods
World Music: Reggae. Salsa. Do *j
Games (WSA 'Singled Out*)
Coma celebrate Valentine's day lor singles A
couples.
Dale: Sal. Feb. 17,1996
Time: 7:30pm - 12am
Place: 11 th Floor Ottenhauer Wast.
Win dinner with Jim Carroll author
olBasketball Diarleel Go to Pauper's Books
at 206 South Main and purchase a copy of the
book Basketball Dlarieelor a chance to win a
free dinner with the writer, poet, and musician
Tuesday night. February 20. after he appears
in tha Lenhart Grand Ballroom ai 8pm. From
Pauper's Books, tha English Department and
Falcon Radio WFAL. AM 680, Cable SO.

LOST & FOUND
LOST-A TAG Heuer watch ft has a siver
band, and blue face. Thought to be lost at the
rec or Ice Arena. Great sentimental value
Offering a reward. CalJefl at 35H713.

SERVICES OFFERED

Wanted: One subleaser needed for March
through May $240rrnonfi. Close to campus.
Contact Danny or Jibreel at 352-3344.

800326-2009

Bathing Suite 2S%-70%ofl
Collegiate Connection 531 Ridge St.

Saler Se< Workshop
Facuity Lounge-3rd Floor Union
Feb. 20 at 8 p.m.
Sponsored by UAO at 2-7164

South.

WANTED NINTENDO GAMES
I'm looking to by Nintendo Entertainment
System Games. Will pay reasonable price. Can
372-3789 il interested. Ask for Mke.

Dance Maralhon**Dance Maralhon
Thank you to al organizations who paniopaied
in canning last weakendl We raised over
$76001 Good Jobl Neil canning weekend n
February 23.24. and 25.
Dance Maralhon "Dance Marathon
DAYTON* BEACH SPRING BREAK I
Break away to the hottest action in Florida
where guys meet girtsl New moiel on the
ocean. AAA-ated, beach volleyball, free MTV.
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours. Donl be left
out of thia Special Promotion-Call
1.800-662-0919
Donl Mas the Hockey Game!
BGSU vs. Hnois - Chicago
Sal. Feb. 17,1998 @ 7pm
BGSU Ice Vena
First 200 people to attend the gama
will receive a Falcon or Ice Skabng pen
sponsored by UAO *2-7164

KKO * KK0 * KKO * KKO * KKQ * KKO,

KKO • KKO • KKO • KKO • KKO * KKO

Milan of scholarships 337.000 sources $10
Bison. Regardless of grades, parents income.
Recording 600-555-6534 Code AS.
SlcSlcSez:
Come find out the True Existence of Sic Sic
Members (I A (2 on Wednesday. February
21st at the Basketball game at 6 o'clock. We
could be someone you know.
Spirit in your lace

Applications available now in 405 Student Ser
vices for af interested Freshman. Be a part ol
the sptnt tnsdilion. Spwit in your face.
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to Michelle Roblneon
on being All-Sport athlete ol the
week, we couldn't do it without you!'
Love, Your asters
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa

Don't ruin your spring vacation because you're
too cheap to buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning * 352-7889

Spring Break One Stop Shopping
All destinations, most tour companies
Tired ol searching every buiewi board?
Save rimellCall Jim 352-8641 today III

GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
20% off alt sunglasses with this ad. Ray-Ban.
Serengei, BcJie. many in stock Catalogs
avaiablo. 1022 N. Prospect. BG. 352-2502

Spring Break Panama City Beach Fonda from
(99 per person per week. Tail Beach Bar.
Huge BMchaae hot tub. Free information
1 800 488-8828

Hey Students!
Working on your Resume?
Check out the services
A to Z Data oners in
Fridaya TV. Ussjng

Graduate Student Senate
Ohio Suite. University Union
Conducting tha Job Search
Tues Feb. 20. 1996 5 30-7:00pm
The Interview Process
Wed. Feb. 21.1986 5 30-7 00pm
Sponsored by Career Services and
Graduate Student Senate

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and
canng. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Grants. Scholarships Available!!!
Billions of $$$ In private funding.
Ousllfy Immediately. 1 -»00-400-0209

SPRING BREAK '96 With only 1 week lo
llve-DONT BLOW ITU BOOK NOW!!
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! Florida *
Padra $109.
Bahamas $359. Jamelca/Cancun $309. Organize a groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO: SunSplash Tours 1-t»3O-426-7710.
Win dinner with Jim Carroll, author
olBasketball Diarleel Go to Pauper's Books
ai 208 South Main and purchase a copy of fas
book. Basketball Dlarieelor a chance to win a
free dinner with the writer. poet, and musician,
Tuesday night, February 20 after he appears in
■he Lenhart Grand Ballroom al 8pm. From
Pauper's Books, tha English Departmeni and
Falcon Radio WFAL. Cable 50.
Wool Sweaters. Close out.
Only $30. 1 week only.
JT Carryout' 405 Thursfin.
Wool Sweater close out
Only $30.1 week only
JT Carryout * 405 Thurstti.

WANTED
FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
FOR SUMMER
Own room, $375 tor entire summer. Call rOraten(-»3 72-3082
Male or lemale subleaser from now until May.
$22S/mo Close to campus Electric A phone
only Very mce apl. Call 353-3212.
Needed summer subieasers for a 2 bdrm.
house. Spacious kitchen and living room. Con
venieni distance from campus. Very dean. Can
any day after 5 pm. 352-4198.

$ Cruise Ships Hiring! Students Neededl $$$ .
free travel (Caribbean. Europe, Hawaii)
Seasonal/Permanent. No Exper. Necessary.
Gde. 919-929-4396 ext C0173
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For infocal 301-308-1207.
Are you: "Outgoing
•Self Molivaled
■Goal Oriented
*A Team Player
'Sales experience helpful but not necessary.
Tha BG News is looking for successful advertising account executives tor Fal 1998/ Spring
1997. Appacasone available at 204 Weal Hal
or call John Virostek at 372-2605 tor more delails.
Counselors CAMP WAYNE, brother/snter
camp. Pennsylvania, 6/20-8/18/96. Have the
most memorable summer of your Ifel Counselors needed tor: Tennis. Swim (W.S.I, pre
lerred). Basketbal. Softball. Volleyball, Soccer.
Golf, Saif-Delenea. Gymnastics. Cheerleading.
Aerobics. tseturarCamping, Ropes. Piano,
Guitar, Ceramics, Jewerry. Batik. Sculpture.
OrawinglPainting, Silkscreen. Other Stall:
Group Leaders, Bookkeeper,
Drfvej/VidtkVProtography, Chef and Assistant
Many other positions. On Campus Interviews
March 13th. Call 1-800-279-3019 for information.
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS neededl
100 positions! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mine. PA. Good oalaryAlpal (90s)) (89-*Q*>9.
EMACO cleaning hiring pi. time eves A week
end*. Trsnsp req. Competitive wages. Cal
1-419-833-7502 btwn 4-8pm. leave message
w/name A number.
Home Health Aides Needed
lor FT APT work. Cation
Duty Medical 6a -4p©1 800-506-8773

FOR SALE
'67 Okfsmobila 4 door, gray-color, new urea,
runs escelenl. Asking $850. Call 353-2532;
after 7pm 352 2223.
SMALL ANIMALSHampster, Garbels, a mce Lo* prices Can
after Spm weekdays or anytime on the weekend. Phone: 353-0730.
12 i 60 Hallmark moNe home, unique barnsided interior, sprayed ceilings, garden tub.
New furnace, water heater, floor insulation,
and back door. Must see interior lo appreciate.
Asking 16500 Only 10 miles from BO, Lawndale s«e (Weston). 608-3910.
3 year old springer spanial good hunler. reseda
a good home. Cal 675-5259.
Apple Macintosh complete system
Mac SE 2 S/20. 800k loppy, monilor, keyboard A mouse ImageWntef II printer 200M
2400bps lax/modem. System 70 6 al sofiware included $450.352-0617.
For Sale: 1967 Chevy Nova-Air Cond , Auto.
Trans., 4 door. Well maintained! Must sell. He:
Relocating. Susann 353-3144.
For Sale: Canon Slammer 30 Word Processor. Like naw. $200 or best offer. Cos
372-1287.
Multicolored suede jacket Eilra large $60'
Call 353-5160.
Quean Site Waieroed. Wsveiess mattress and
heater. Headboard w/mirror. $250 OBO
419-943-2436.
Spring Breakl Panama City! B Days Room With
Kitchen $1181 Walk To Best Barsi 7 Nighta In
Key West $2591 Cocoa Beach Hiicn (Great
Beaches-Near Disney) $1691 Daytona $1381
hup. //www. springb reaktravel.com
1-6O0-67fr6366.
Spnng Break Speciala Cancun $ Jamaical
111% Lowesl Price Guarantee! 7 Nights Air &
Hotel From $4291 Save $100 On FoodrTJrlnksl
http://www.iprmgbreaktravel.com
1-800-676*386.
Spnng Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 7 Days
$2791 Includes 15 Meals $ 6 Free Parties!
Greet Beaches/No.htJile! Leaves From Fl
Laudardala
I
hltpyrwww springbreaktrsvei com
1-8004766386

FOR RENT

HOME TYPISTS
PC Users needed. $45,000 income potential.
Call 1-800-513-4343 Elt.B-9649.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at National Parks.
Forests 6 Wikftte Preserves. Excellent bane
lils A bonusesl Call. 1-206-971-3620 sit
N55444
Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000-$10.000 per summer Positions available throughout OH. Ml, IN.
including Cleveland, Columbus, Youngstown.
Cincinnati, and more. 800-687-1980.
PART TIME HELP NEEDED. MUST BE OUT
GOING AND LIKE TO MEET PEOPLE. WORK
IS MOSTLY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS FROM 7-12. MUST HAVE RELIABLE
TRANSPORTATION. SOME PHOTOGRAPHY BACKGROUND A PLUS BUT NOT
NECESSARY. CALL 1-800-944-1633 ASK
FOR BRUCE.
Student PublicaDoni la now accepting applies
none tor account executives to eel yellow page
advertising in the BGSU campus directory.
Successful canddaies must be available lo
work 20 hours per weak. April through Jury, be
aggressive, well-organized, and intersted in
earning greet pay. To apply, stop by 204 West
Hall or cal Toby at 372-0430 tor more information Leave a message.
Telephone intervtewiog P/T. No Sales. Some
dayi motfly weekends Flexible scheduling in
Pern/sbum. 874SS42.
YMCA Camp W-ison in Belle, online OH.
Seeks energetic staff for summer season.
Many positions aval. incl. counseling, office
ass*!., horseback, msr nurse. Pay Lnd. room A
board Call 1-800-423-0427 lor appl-calon

2 BDRM. STUDENT RENTALS FOR
SUMMER OR FALL. 1 BEDROOMAPTS.
FOR GRAD STUDENTS * 352-3445
2 bedroom apt. All utilities paid.
does 10campus. May-May. $435/mo

352-5475.
353-0325' Carry Rentals
Apartments lor 96-S7 school year
300 block of E. Marry. 9.12,15 month leases.
Efflc. 1 A 2 bdrm. apis in houses.
12 mo. leases only siarong in May. Sieve
Smith 352-8917. (no calls alter 8:00pm).
House • 236 Troup. No pets, references required. $750 plus unl. Avail. Mcy 15. 1996 thru
May 15,1997.352-6647.

House for Rent
136 Palmer 3 bdrm Avail NOWI
AC, Washer/dryer hookup, range, refrig.,
$560 dap.. $560/mo. Tenants pay al unl. Cal

354-2260.
House-309 N. Church St. Aval. Aug. 15. 1996
thru Aug. 15. 1997.No pots, ref. req. $495 pkia
unl. Avail, mmediately. 352-6647.
Houses, 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apta.
1 year, 9 month, and summer leases
Call 352-7454
Now Available/ 1 bdrm. fum. A unfum. apts.
Cozy coltagecharm, 1 block from campus
FREE gas heat, water, sewer. Pets perrnitied.
Call Newlove Rentals 3525620 (Our only ol

«OJJ

__
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW
Call 354-8800

The cafeteria
doesn't have
free tfxin's.

Professor looking lor rental, sublease OK.
Sing)* lemale, dean, no pats. English Dept
faculty. Looking lor quiet home starting Aug. or
earlier 353 8903

Management Inc.
New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts., Large
studios high vaulted
ceilings, unique floor plan
and car ports.
12 mo. lease starts at
$350. 353-5800

r*->
Management Inc.
Huge 1 brdms., 215 E.
Poe Rd. laundry on site,
lots of parking. Stalls at
$330/mo. +elec.

Cfieck out Subway's

w

Tuna Sub ,

«SUBUJGY»
I In. Place Wlictv I ti-.li is

| For A Limited Time Only

(IK

Management Inc.

l.isti

-SUBUJHV

I Two 6" Tuna Subs for Only $3
I

N. Moan 352-5505
828 S Mam 354 2606 1001
524 E Woostot 352 8500
1602 E.Wooetar 354-2800
Woodland Mai Location 352-7278

ICNDIVUICLCO
•

I

EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS, 215 E.
Poe Rd., Starts at $225.
ALL utilities included. Half
the Security Deposit holds
it now 353-5800.
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Is that Freedom
Rock, man?*

Billy Joel claims before
he got together with
Christie Brinkley he
was only dating Elle
MacPherson. Sorry
about your luck, Billy...
Page three.

*Then turn it up, man!
•

I il ■■ I ■!!>■■ I

Cocktails with...September
from Easystreet. BG's favorite waitress tetts tales of
rude customers and peeing
principals
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Weekend Reality
February 16,1996

WR: PhotoOp

Piano Man revisited: Billy Joel
speaks to the masses at the University of Notre Dame, and WR is
there for you. By Jack Buehrer.

Dinner and a Spanking: The
truth, the whole truth and
nothing but with Rocket From
the Crypt. Well, maybe not... By
Aaron Weisbrod.

Cocktails with:September, BG's
favorite waitstaffer from Easystreet
Cafe. By Larry Hannan

Adviser

Jay Young
Editor
]oe Boyle
Senior Writer
joe Peiffer
Executive Writer
]im Vickers
Major Writer
Ryan Honeyman
Not a Writer
Robt. Dinsdale
Hard-core Writer
Aaron Weisbrod
Featured Writer
Penny Brown
Staff Ace
Larry Hannan
Able-bodied Writer
Matt Pierce
Substantial Writer
Tom Denk
Enforcer
Bud Hamilton
Serious Writer
Aaron Epple
Photo Editor Swampy, The Black Swamp Monster
Copy Editor
Carolinne Shaffer
Copy Editor
Tiffany Wendeln
Copy Editor
Penny Brown
Production
Alianna Dias
Production
Cathy Raidl
Production
Leah Barnum

AP Photo

Former NFL star and NBC telecaster O J. Simpson, right, was charged with a double-murder last
year. He was acquitted in several hours. Simpson will not be attending Mardi Gras with Joe Peiffer.

Welcome to Issue Four! This is our special music issue, and we stay reasonably faithful
to the theme. We hope you enjoy Matt Pierce's analysis of the striking similarities between the Beastie Boys and the Beatles, Aaron Weisbrod's interview with Rocket From
the Crypt
Also featured is a review of The Citizen, showing this week on campus, and Cocktails with September, THE waitress from Easystreet.
We're still waiting for some reader response. There are factions at work to kill
Swampy, WR's mascot. He needs your help in his hour of need, so please write to us at
210 West Hall or drop an E-mail to jboyle@bgnet.bgsu.edu, or dinsdal@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
I
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P/ano Man marks tour return

In 1994, Billy Joel
broke the collective heart of
his legions of fans around
the globe by announcing his
unofficial "retirement" from
concert touring. Now, just
two years later, Joel is back
on the road again.
No more, however,
are his elaborate stages on
which he and his six man
band crank out his slew of
arena anthems to jampacked 30,000 seat venues.
Instead, the 47 year old Joel
is playing to various colleges across the nation
performing his music and
entertaining questions about
his eclectic array of songs, as
well as his storied life.
At a recent stop at
the University of Notre
Dame, Joel
spoke freely
about a
variety of
subjects
ranging
from his
musical
background
to how he
met his exwife,
supermodel,
Christie
Brinkley.
"I
wouldn't
have met
her [Brinkley] if I didn't
know how to play the
piano," Joel told the standing room only crowd at
Notre Dame's Stepan
Center. "I met her while I
was on vacation. I was
playing the piano in this
little bar on the island, and
she was in the same bar. A
lot of people don't know
this, but Christie and I
didn't start dating right
away. I dated [supermodel]

Elle MacPherson for about a
half a year before her."
Joel also explained his
philosophy on writing music
and how the ideas come to
him.
"I never sit down and
say to myself, 'O.K. I'm going
to sit down and write a hit
song today,'" he said. " I
write more like a novelist. All
in one piece. I write whatever
comes to mind and see if I
like it or not. If I don't, I take
it out back and shoot it. I just
forget about it. Most of my
music, I literally dream up."
Joel didn't leave the
crowd without playing a few
of his over 150 songs.
Equipped with a grand piano
along with an electric keyboard, Joel entertained the
crowd with
incredible
solo versions
of such songs
as, "New
York State of
Mind",
"Summer,
Highland
Falls",
"Downeaster
'Alexa'", and
his timeless
classic
"Piano Man"
as well as
others.
Most
recently, Joel has put the
rocker in him on the shelf
and has been concentrating
mostly on classical music.
"For the past three
years, I've been listening
almost exclusively to classical
music," he said. "That's what
I've been writing lately, too.
I'm in the process of writing
a concerto. I'll have to get a
better piano player to perform it though."
With this tour, Joel has

"A lot of people
don't know this,
but Christie and I
didn't start dating right away. I
dated Elle
MacPherson for
about a half year
before I met her."

tried to create a whole different
way of looking at going on the
road.
"When I'm in concert, I
play the same songs every
night," he said during a lecture
at Princeton University. "But at
something like this [his lectures)
I get different questions every
night. That keeps things new
and fresh.
"I find that in this kind
of situation, people ask questions that newspapers and radio
people don't normally ask.
Sometimes I feel like Im actually
helping somebody.

He certainly has helped
mend the broken hearts of the
millions of fans who have
missed their "piano man".

Jack Buehrer is a journalism major and contributing writer to WR.

Howard's
clubW
Mon-Sot 18-2:30 om

COMMeRCi./ f^/uSic SyMpGsium

•O
Friday. R^n.„, 16
2:30 p.m.

Life in the Media Bra • Kobacker Had

COUEGf Of MUSeCAl A»TS
•OWUNG GrctfN STATE UNtVtSSITY

4:0O p.m.

Studio Muaiciani

8:00 p.m.

laecturc/Pnacntation: Tune*. Jingle* and Whalnof • Bryan Recital Hall

Makjna.lt Happen • Kelly Rehear..! Hall

Sawed.)-, February 17

^^^m

I

9*0 a.m.

•o

11:00am.

i-H

UVE AT

MARK'Si
PIZZA PUB

FEBRUARY

& 24

<
3
«-,
_o

Noon

How to Compote j Jingle - Bryan Recital Hall
Guideline* for Mmk Licensing - Bryan Retilal Hall
An Introduction to the Jingle Induttry • Bryan Recital Hall

2:30 p.m.

Recording Technology for Compotera • Choral Rehearaal Hall

4.-00 p.m.

An Introduction to Muiic for Film • Choral Rehearaal Hall

5:00 p.m.

The Undcracoring Procca • Choral Rehearaal Hall
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Rocket From the Crypt tells all
(Well, not really, but it got your attention.)

If you're one of the
few (and the proud?)
underground music
follower's out there, then
Rocket From the Crypt
is probably a band that
you're familiar with by
now. If you have yet to
hear Rocket's contribution
to the world of rock and
roll, however, well, you
suck.
Just kidding.
Rocket From the
Crypt is one of the
coolest band's to hit the
scene as of late, though,
and it's a virtual guarantee
that you're going to be
hearing their name a lot
more in the upcoming
weeks and months. If
you're impatient though,
you can request to hear
them on BG's own 88.1, or
you can go buy Rocket's
latest CD "Scream, Dracula,
Scream!" at Madhatter.
That one guy who works
there really digs 'em, I
hear.
But without further
ado, on to the good stuff:
An interview with Speedo,
Rocket's ever so suave
frontman in their pursuit
of world conquest. Be
forewarned, however, that
you shouldn't always
believe what you read ...

Aaron: First off let's start
with a little band history.
How did the current lineup of Rocket From the
Crypt come together?
Speedo: We've been
playing together for about
two years, and we came
together just from being in
the same group of people,
friends, music enthusiasts.
That's about it.
A: You were in a band
before this, right?
S: Uh-huh.
A: What band was that?
S: The Rapers.

POUR
•1« FLAVORS ON TAP' ...pUh.

A: The Rapers? Uh ... Was it
the same
style of
music as
Rocket
From the
Crypt?
S: More
melodic,
and keyboards. A
female
vocalist.
A: How
would you
describe or
classify
Rocket
From the
Crypt's
sound for
someone
who's never heard it... To
get them interested in it?
S: We're not salesmen, ya'
know? If someone wants to
check it out, cool. If not,
whatever. We can definitely
CINEMARK THEATRES
SNII,.-...

_

CINEMA 5

W0001AN0
Mii

HAPPY GIIMORE-PG 13
1:10.3:15.5:15.7:20.9:20
•MR. WRONG - PG 13
1:20,3:25,5:30, 7:35, 9:40
THE JUROR - R
9:35
WHITE SQUAU-PG 13
12:40,3:45,7:00

FEBRUARY 16
135 N. Main

352-6912

BLACK SHEEP-PG 13
1:00,3:35,5:40, 7:50,9:45
•BROKEN ARROW - R
12:50, 3:05, 5:20, 7:40, 9:55
• HO PUSH *• NOPISSIXIUPIHUVIKS

live with or without that.
We do what we do and if
someone wants to check it
out, cool, but I wouldn't
want to go and try to
explain it to someone.
A: So you guys don't have
one of those cute little
Generation X labels?
S: Definitely not. (Laughs)
A: Have you guys had the
horn section from the
beginning?
S: No, the first record they
didn't play on. And then
we added Apollo 9, which
is the saxophone player on
the second record, and and
then we added J.C. 2000 on
trumpet about a year and a
half... two years after that.
A: And "Scream, Dracula,
Scream!" is your third fulllength album?
S: Our third, yeah.

A: And you guys have a
number of singles out also,
right?
S: Yeah, we have a lot of
them. We do release some
seven inches here and
there.
A: Just for the people out
there collecting, how many
singles, 7", and 45's do you
guys have floating around?
S: I think we have about
twenty-five different 7". We
have a discography written

down that we mail out to
people.
A: Is there a story behind
the title of the new album
"Scream, Dracula,
Scream!"?
S: There's no story, no. It
just seemed like a good
title.
A: Was it aimed at anyone
particular?
S: It was aimed at no one
particular. It was aimed at
just a general attitude that
we as a band completely
disagree with.
A: That being?
S: Just checkout the
record. It's the whole antivampire thing. We're the
fearless vampire-killers of
'95 ...Soul Brother#1.
A: Is there anything out
there that influences [the
band's) style when you
guys go
out
there to
play?
S: As
playing
live

came
out and
they were stylized ... They
were dressed as a band and
it was a cohesive group and
everything . We like to
share those elements and
we love to play and all that
crap that you always hear,
but obviously when you go
and play on the road it's
not strictly just for yourselves, because there's a bit
of wanting to entertain
people, but that's a slight
part of the band as well.

Coming to Gamers...
February 23 (Friday) : Buzz 106.5 Night Out
with
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Cocktails with:
Larry: Well, he is a swamp
By Larry. Hannan
The call came when I least
expected it.
1 had just gotten the cable
restored at my house. Sure It had
cost me and my roommates money
to get it restored, but we had
managed to gofive months
without paying for anything, so I
couldn't really complain. I was
now sitting up in the weehours of
the night watchinga TNT Charlie's
Angels Marathon,
enjoying life to the
fullest when the
phone rang.
"Tupac?"
the voice asked.
"Thafs
me, sort of," 1
replied.
"If*
Swampy." he said.
Suddenly
I waswide awake
and alert. If
Swampy, Weekend
Reality's mascot
guru, spiritual leader and all
around slimy guy was calling me
at home then something important
was up.
"We need you to step up
and run cocktails this week,"
Swampy said.
"Cocktails? But what
about Peiffer? In all the years I'd
known Joe he's never missed a
cocktail."
"Mardi Cras," Swampy
explained. "He's leaving for
theBig Easy this week. He needs
time to get ready.
So it was up to me to
come through. Luckily Swampy
knew just who I should talk to. His
all-time favoritewaitr ess at the
Easy Street Cafe, September Killy.
To call September a
waitress is like saying Barry White
is smooth. It's factually accurate,
but leaves out the true brilliance of
the individual.
Larry: How does it feel to
be Swampy's all-time favorite
waitress?
September I'm honored,
he's my favorite customer. Although he does leave a mess when
he comes in here.

monster.
September: Yeah, he is.
Larry- September? What
kind of weird ass name is that?
September: My parents
werehippies, and 1 guess my father
was kind of out of it when I was
born. It could have been worse, I
could have been named Moonbeam
or something crazy like that.
Larry: Did you get teased a
lotas a kid?:
September.
Ohyeah, my
nickname in
elementary school
was "Seppie
Lover Lips."
Larry: How long
have you worked
at Easy Street?:
September: I've
worked here for
about a year-anda-half.
Larry: What do
you like about the
job?:
September: The people I
work with are real great. It's a fun
atmosphere and I like the fact that I
can get off work and there's a bar
right upstairs. Thafs convenient
after dealing with people all day.
Larry: Every time 1 come
here you always seem to be so
cheerful. Is that an act or are you
nuts?
September: Well, I guess I
am pretty cheerful. But some day's
it can be an act.
Larry: What does it take to
be a good waitress?
September: Patience, a
good sense of humor and a lot of
coffee.
Larry: Good answer.
September: And cigarettes.
Larry: Do you ever get sick
of everyone telling you what they
want? Just grab them and say hey
what about what I want?!:
September: Yeah it would

September Killy
be ux>l to work .if one of thus*.'

places were you can tell off the
customers, be rude to them and still
get a big tip.
Larry: I used to work at
McDonalds, thafs not supposed to
be one of those places, but I made it
into one.
September: Oh, I worked
the third shift for three years at
Frisch's. It was like, nothing but
drunks. That was so awesome, I got
to kick out the whole restaurant
once. We had security guards,
fights, I got to tell people off all the
time. That was fun.
Larry: When you're in a
bad mood if s great to have customers you can take it out on.
September: Exactly.
Larry: Got a special fella
you like right now?:
September: Yeah I do.
Larry: Tell us about him.
September: He's the
upstairs manager here (at Easy
Street) and he's bald.
Larry: Oh yeah, the guy
who looks like Michael Stipe.
September: That^s him,
and he's short.
Larry: Do you like rubbing
his bald head?
September: Oh yeah.
Larry: You get a lot of
bands in here, what are some of
your favorites?
September: The Junction
doesn't come here any more but
they're really good. Brownie Mary
is one of my favorites. I like the
blues band, Eddie Burke, Blind
Bobby Smith, the Twist-Offs are
really good.
Larry: Are their any bands
where the members are assholes
when they get off the stage?
September: Oh, the Ark
Band is the worst. They all carry
around their little telephones and
think they're all cool and they've
got like twenty new women
hanging around them every night.
They're also a pain in the ass to get
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Coming: "Pocahontas"

Larry: Especially in
Bowling Green.
September: Yeah, if 1 didn't
work here I'd pay the money to see
the live music.
Larry: Have you ever
spiked a drink?
September: (five second
pause) UK no.
larry: Ever wanted to with
someone you didn't like?
September: Probably yes.
A waitress is not someone you want
to have mad at you.
Larry: The editor of
Weekend Reality is trying to get into
the Hall of Foam. Do you have any
words of wisdom for him.
September Get the bad
one's out of the way first and get it

Larry Hannan is Weekend
Reality's staff ace. He
thinks his roommate
should apologize for
throwing out his food, and
he's looking forward to
spring training

$1.00 Fare
For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/ Adult
Transit ID. Card Required"
'Available at Grant's Administrator's Office, 354-6203
▼
Van w/Uft Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating
▼

FOR RESERVATIONS: 354-6203
(MON. - FRI. 8:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.)

650 FEET OF GULF BEACH FRONTACE

DIE

Fri. & Sat.
Midnight only

expensive but
the band
set's the
price. If s
expensive but
how
many
chances
do you
get to
here
good
music?

done by November so you can get
in for the trip. We once had two
girls who did it in seven days.
Larry:
Really?
September: Yeah,
the must
have
drank
about 12
beers a
day, and
some of
those are
the huge,
thick eyil
one's
Larry:
Did you
have any
unusual
experiences
working
here or at Frisch's?
September: 1 was at
Frisch's one night and my junior
high principal came in drunk and
stood in the men's bathroom with
his pants down and the door open
yelling at people while he was
peeing. You could see everything. I
don't know if you'll be able to put
that in.

Sunday Service 8:00 A.M. - 4P.M.
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

SANDPIPER BEACON

LOOK
ALIVE.,

out of here.
Larry: Anything you can
do to lower the cover charge w^en
the good
bands
are here?

INFORMATION 1-800-4888828

Service Area Bowling Green
Please lei driver know how
many persons will be ndiing

B.C. Taxi v
352-0796

Th* service is financed i
pan from an operating
assistance grant from
ODOT & FTA

TTY: 352-1545

Call 1 hour before service is needed.
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No sleep
till...
Liverpool?

Beasties ver
music to a higher echelon,
gaining new fans and

B-BOYS MAKIN' WITH

critical accolades.

THE FREAK FREAK

The Follow-Up: THE
or: NO SLEEP
WHITE ALBUM and ILL

TILL...UVERPOOL?

COMMUNICATION

on YOU SAY YOU

expand upon the previous

WANNA BEASTIE

album's ideas and con-

REVOLUTION

tinue the pattern of artistic excellence and huge
sales.

-By Matt Pierce

Where Do We Go From

The recent release

Here?: The Beatles' post-

of the Beastie Boys' 8-

WHITE projects (ABBEY

song, 11-minute punk EP

ROAD, LET IT BE) were

"AGLIO E OLIO" (see

Hamburg, Germany, the

and rap), both bands

Po-

review) reminded me of

Beasties in New York

made the music accessible

Visionary Breakout LP:

one of my favorite points

punk clubs (as evidenced

to suburban white kids.

Both SGT. PEPPER'S

of conjecture: the

on SOME OLD

They became deified by

LONELY HEARTS CLUB

Beasties' eerie similari-

BULLSH'T). Both bands

their fans while they

BAND and CHECK

ties to the Beatles. Now,

replaced their original

scared the hell out of their

YOUR HEAD used musi-

before you rock purists

drummer Pete Best and

fans' parents.

cal experimentation and

somewhat half-assed as
they split apart. We have
yet to see a new Beastie
LP since ILL in '94, but
fans have been tided over
with the live ROOT
DOWN

start cursing

and

my name,

punk

hear me out

AGLIO

and check it

EPs. A

out—the

new

many as-

album is

pects in

expected

which these

this year.

two bands

While

are alike.

we wait,

Humble

consider

Beginnings: Both groups

Kate Schellenbach.

Transitions: The music

studio excellence (thanks

ripped through two-

Overnight Sensation:

matured [REVOLVER and

*° producers George

minute rock rave-ups in

Taking a relatively new

RUBBER SOUL, PAUL'S

Martin and Mario

seedy bars; the Beatles in

black musical form (rock

BOUTIQUE), leading up

Caldato, Jr.) to take their

these so-called Beastie/
Beatle "coincidences."
*One Band Member

. . ,.
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sus Beatles

Unimportant (Ringo, DJ
Hurricane)

of their POLLYWOG

both

Beastie die-hards

in the form of three

STEW EP on SOME OLD

and

unk

Brooklyn brats and their
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DJ? You doubt me, but
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I'm telling you, in 20
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years when 'The Beastie

and on wax. While none
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Anthology 1" rules the

of the 8 sonic grenades on

ra

airwaves, my sanity will

AGLIO E OLIO is up to

lnis settin

be validated.

par with "Heart Attack

and

Man", the Beastie-core

"Deal

classic that frightened

With It"

NBC censors during

get the

reincarnated for the 1990s

*One Into Eastern Philosophy (George, MCA)
'Brilliant Use of Film (A
HARD DAY'S NIGHT,
SABOTAGE)
'Famous Wives (John and
Yoko Ono, Ad-Rock and
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Matt Pierce is a
weekly writer for
WR. He is neither
Swampy nor
Tupac Shakhannan
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"The Citizen" given good grades

The Citizen
by Arthur Murphy
Joe E. Brown Theatre
A BGSU Theatre Review
by James M. Brandon
Arthur Murphy's
farcical afterpiece. The Citizen,
is a largely forgotten performance text from eighteenth
century England. Its run on the
Joe E. Brown stage marks one of
the only revivals it has received
in the postmodern era. This
production provides the Bowling Green community with the
opportunity to glimpse a script
that few have encountered.
The designers deserve
special recognition. Bob
Hubbard's finely crafted set has
many of the trappings of its
eighteenth century counterpart,
complete with sliding shutters
and painted scenery, although
some of the color combinations
are a bit hard on the eyes.
Ann Kahlenberg's
costumes help to spice up the
show visually, even though they

sometimes seem to be a hodgepodge of styles and periods.
This is not helped by the fact
that most of the actors (with the
notable exception of Al
Gerschutz) look like twentieth
century students trying to walk
around in eighteenth century
dress: uncomfortable and
praying to God that they don't
trip.
Nancy Robichaud's
lights and sound design establish a nice tone for the show,
although the awkward shifting
between live and recorded
music was odd, to say the least.
Ted Eaton's fight direction is
solid, and the duel in the
prostitute's bedroom is wonderfully amusing.
Barbara Mackey, the
director and dramaturg, has
literally pulled this piece off the
shelf. But like an old book,
some of the luster has faded
from this text. Some of the dust
is difficult to wipe off. This
"dust" results in a fine cast and

left begging for someth
something to
crew who are at times forced to
connect to. This happens, but
grapple with passages of text
1
only after patient endurance of
that are trite, colloquial, cliche
the first twenty minutes.
and, alas, boring to a
postmodern audience.
Audience patience will
Which is not to say that pay off in this case. After the
artificial speaking style has
the performance is boring. At
least, not all the time. Mackey
settled in, after the plot begins to
and her cast do an admirable job move, and after the actors settle
in, The Citizen begins to show
of putting a healthy shine onto
some of the life that Mackey has
some of the gems that Murphy
has written, but the rest is, at
found in it.
times, painful to watch.
This is due, in great
part, to a pair of fine perforConsider the prologue
mances. Andrea Plassman plays
to the show. This is something
Maria Wilding, the young
that Murphy decided (wisely, I
woman who is determined to
might add) to cut from his
script. Mackey has chosen to
get out of the arranged marriage
that her father has set up in
use it, and this decision forces
Patti Kii •», 11 ire actress playing order to be with her true love.
the role f Muslin, to work with Plassman's endless energy,
charming voice and physical
a passage of meaningless
dribble.
animation instill the text with
something that it seemed to
Much of the pre-show
has this quality as well. In this
lack: excitement.
Plassman's performance
case, the metaphorical book is
dusty, its pages cracked and
is matched by that of Matt
Pierce, who plays George
flaking away to the merest
touch. The audience member is Philpot, the other, also unwill-

that "Living in Americastuff. Misfits was about ...
1983.
A: And how long has
Rocket From the Crypt
been around?
S: About two years.
A: Uh ... All right.
S: It's mind-boggling.
A: And what's up with the
"Rocket From the Crypt
Tattoo Club?"
S: It's called "Speedo's

basically Just for those
people. We don't go out
and encourage people to go
out and get these things
because we want to be able
to keep this thing a cool,
low-key thing. We don't
even like to talk about it,
we just want to keep it a
cool, personal thine.
A: You don't want Them to
show It on MTV and then
have everybody lining-up
for it?
S: It's not even a matter of
showing it or having too
many people do it. It's a
matter of not being able to
do something cool without

ing, half of the arranged marriage. His hilarious monologue
that contains a description of a
scholar's family is perhaps the
highlight of the show. Pierce's
animation is at times almost
cartoonish, a la Jim Carrey.
The chemistry between
Plassman and Pierce is wonderful, and their scenes together are
both funny and delightful. Here
is the connection which was
lacking in the early going.
Other performances of note are
those of Mark Burnette, who
plays Old Philpot, the stodgy
counting house owner and Blair
C. Miller as the conniving Bob
Wilding.
•
The Citizen plays at 8
p.m. through Saturday in the
Joe E. Brown Theatre, located
on the first floor of University
HaH. There is also a matinee
performance on Sunday at 2
p.m. For tickets, call the Box
Office at 372-2719.

from CRYPT,
three
We want to give them a
good show.
A: I've also heard rumors
that you guys have toured
with both the Misfits and
James Brown at times. Is
this true?
S:Yeah.
A: When did these tours
take place?
S: James Brown was not
too long ago, about three
years ago. It was after all

it cheesing-out. We've
always kind of tried to
make it a special thing
because as it stands now
we know everyone who has
one, and we can do special
things just for them.
Aaron Weisbrod is being
held hostage by Weekend
Reality. He'd like to thank
Rocket From the Crypt for
spanking him and then
buying him dinner. Honest,
It really happened!!!

XING

SATURDAY SATURDAY
STARTS AT 10PM

TINFOIL

STARTS AT 10PM
Would like to thank

Howard's Club H
For making our CD
release party a success
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Withbono
Scitnce Guy (in Stereo) X Time Station Friends K

Carmen
Sandiego

Cubhouse
Taj-Man la
Eek'slravfr
(In Slereol I (In Slereol X gtniaX

Uovit ttt A Sorter's Story" 11984.
Drama] Howard E Rotlnsjr TG I

Amat lean Athlete

Quantum Leap at :-:■
IIIOO)
Magnum. P 1 Thealet ■ October 3. 1954 •

US*

resn Pnnce Blossom. IiStereo) I

nner Wave

Who > in*
BotlTX

|R)

Another World X

:

Ricki Lake Altoroac*
ashions and makeup

of Bet-Air X

CABLE STATIONS
Garry
|Pc*ttcawy
Saturday Night Uvt Host
COM Shandling
Incorrect
Music guesl Level 42
IIUJ Auto Racing NMCM Goody 5
NASCAR
ESPN Dash Series - Florida 200 (live)
Shop Talk

SC

NtwX

TalChl:

Gordon Elliott Apoogizrg
Ic K.nd :ni?s

Pnm* Cult

News'

Samral Hravjital I

InalruclionM Proc/afflrntng

Seaame Street E

IIOOO)
HBO Moult

Guiding Lighl m Slereol It Oprah WWrty How lo
avod scams X

One lite lo Livt I

Young and Iht RteDMs (In [BoM and Ihe Aa It. World Turnt lln
Slereol I
Beautiful I Slereol X

|11O0| Price New!
It Right I

People a Court

What
a Deal!

Sportt
Inntrview

Health

wacGyvtr flame's End" I Highlander: The Seriea

Bless the Chad" {In Slereo)

PEPPERONI PAYOFF
FRIDAY EVENING
^mWW.IMMCi*:\mmKI.IMmH-:iMm.HI.IMM.i*-:iMm.'HKim^J*:iM*l<HI.IMMV}*:iMm*Hl.lM*t**:iMBrHI.'MmW4+JM\
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD
©
©

NawaX

Wheel ol

CBS News

Fortune 1
Newt '

ABCWId
Newt

lew.

NBC News [Cope .in

Jeopardy!
I

Due South "Tht Edge"
(In Stereo) X

rjtagnoait Murder (In
Sltrto)X

Pica* Ftncet "Bottlecr

Hard Copy

Family
Mattara.ll

IS??

Enl
Tonight

Mott
Wanted

BoyMtetl
World «

Mr Cooper

Mifent (in 9ereo) I
Slereol X

New I

Lett Show (In Slereo] X

20/20X

Hew I

Yiohtlirve I

Hcnwcideliltonlhe
Street "Jusuce Pan CM"

M'A'S'H ?

Tonight Show Sfiger k d

lllS'i-Hv

I

Show i:
ChteoX

Tamptllt
LatkrwgM
iln Slereo)

lang lln Sle-eo) r

Washing,
ton Weet

Wall Street
Weak

:itiwni is rtus i*nv
Ptnntylvania Dmtfs and Adam
Way lo Pdt a Presidem' ■ Rettauranls
Smith

lavatory! "Inspector
Uorse"(ParlTol2)X

OH An)

W
©

*wshour With Jim
LahrtrX

TtchnoPot- Mclaughlin Washing.
Group
ion Weak
ItKt

Wall Street
Week

Pennsylvania Oine'sand Being
^ttiuni "Is Tht Any
Way lo Pic* a PresxJern^ ' Restaurants
Served

TrtakAaaaricaWth
Dem.s Whc«y

OltAk)

Home
krtprovt.

Simpsons
(In Slereo)

Stinltid.ln
Slereo) X

Coach I

X-Filee "The Lisl" (R| (In
Slereo] X

K-FHM -itoocrypfia"(tn
Sle«eo»(Part2o.2)I

HewtX

Roseanne
"Girl TaA"

Star Trek: The Ntll
Generation (In Stereo) X With

Night Court
■tSbkf

CD
©

Tonrtt

Oknoeauri
In Slereo

Rrer

LAPD
Slereol I

Flipper Monkey Island"

«ATte-Out dine

Press Boi

Ruth
Limbaugh

Comedy Showcase
MK Bran Danajeo

PttuBoi

Pad

&TSP

Home
Improve

tew

StarTr*:T> • Neil
Gmra«on( n Slereo) X

Canoont

French in
Action

Sanpeone
(In Stereo)

Business
Report

Newahour With Jim
Lehrer B

Marovt.

Cratch (In
Slereo.i ■

lflHc«lraTu»IJO«RadWiigtalSt Louestaues From Kiel
Center (Lrvt)

Tht Critic

Dr. Km.

Cartoons

Married
With

12" pepperoni pizzas

$3.88

CABLE STATIONS
Dr.KaO,
Therapist

COM
ESPN
HBO
SC

UpClote

Tht Critic

Therapist
Sportacenter

Sporttcenttr

tiL

Movie: *t* The fJraoVI3iaicn Mover"
(1995. Comedy) Srweey Long. -PG-IT

ronita

ThrxoughbredAcTion

Dr. KaO,
Thtfapist

The Critic

Dr Had
Therapist

Bodybuilding NPC

Saturday Nk MUvt

The Critic

>BA Bowbng Oregon Open From
Hotywood Bowl n Portttnd. Ore (LM)

Women's Nationals

Movie: HV) "New Crme Or IM
Ar>>maV(YJ"|l994)RjckRossovch

eajvktt'Yjhe Man's Josnr*"(l99S) Brian Boswom
Dennis
An Army omcer goat gurtratig lor Iw lariiaYs Utn X|llt»KX

College Hockey Notre Dame at Ucragan (Uvt)

Eiueme
Bloopers

Dream On
(In Slereo)

Cwnedy

tTotaan't CoBtgt
Baskatbaa

Jose. CaH (Lm)
C-Ntt
Central (R)

NigniSUIler
^.jV.n

IHtOM 1

son

Twilight
Zone If

ONM
Central

«gM Stalker "The DtviTs
Plafiomf

BT

Renegade "Sou
Mni ii' Slereol tt

BBia

Wngtlln

USA

Murder. She Wrott
Unaulhonied OCtuary

•one: tea Cape Fear"(t99l. Suspense) Robert DeNiro Anei- Uovit: -/totkMdrV: Trw ratunieinconvicl lakes revtngt on the lawyer who betrayed hen D
(1994. Suspense) Oan Haggerty

StereoIX

Twilighl

Zona^t

1096 N. Main
(Kroger Food Court)

Jam

SuMdaKsn Dollar Man
"Hocus-Pooai"

naide
Space

353-5711

SCMdWd. LPBT
Bowling

Sport scenlerX

Tarawa: ATP Sybase Open Ouartertinal From San

ScfflBun AMIGravity

Dream On

Host Alec ft

incorrect

SATURDAY MORNING
etttTl ■ 1 ' ■aTaVl^,i)JM.h'.'»aml)^.'a»a»aH'J»aaWffv:'aalaaI.Hl JtaalaW.W:ia»taV>il.l»aa*>ak:i»aa1 |IHI.IM» tlJtkllMaTi ■ K'.IJ
BROADCAST STATIONS
Baakmant
FkaawyWitd
Arjrkountry UllttVll
eewX
Zoo Today
Storm
Good
j3TOHoemSr»pp»>g
Report
Fishing
World X
AnamalaX
New
News lor
Animal
•Viniethe
Bump in the Fudge |m
Paid
Paid
J s Farm
FreaWMy (In Dumb and
Reboot (In
4.351
Nigrrl 1
Stereo)!
TcetahutX Program
Program
Report
Kids
Pooh
Slereo) B
Dumber it
Stereo)!

CD
CD
'oerlive
JsedCart
W
MM)
©
[o»m
©
(Oh An]
Iron Man (In
©
Slereol
(4 00)Movte:e'i "ThelJar
© (1959. Horror) Vnctnl Price
Straight Tatt
Paid
© Program
(R)
Paid
COM Prog/am
ESPN
HBO

r?C7

N.ckNews
(In Slereo)

Today The Miami Boat Show ossc -ockey Don tmus.
author John Upckke (In Slereo) IE

Michigan
ITdeonge
FantatW
Four

BabyHuay

Paid
Program

Press Bo.

Montttr

Ho*t
Katran

nlerntt!
Computer
"Bagemngs" Chromclte

Siaaply
Painbng

Joyol
Painbng

Btmeyl

Punta Place Lamb Chop
(lnSltrto)I

MNttr

Rogtra I

Higtarave: Natura'a
ITJngdomiRlI

C-Beerend
Jaraall

Matktd
Rider «

Sftdtr-atan I-lttn(ln
IhSlertoIX Slereo il

Trakkvda:
Adventure
Tick (In
Swan) «
Midwesl
Outdoors

Potrer

Skyturltr
Strike Force

atratorce |ln Street
SWreo)
Sharks

laytratakari

American
A*r»nturar

GlaaMora
2000

SmgMea

Jelly Been
Jungle (R|

Carmen
Sdjjgo

■owar
Rangers

dataad
RidarS

Spidar-Man K-Maniln
(In Slereo) X Slereol X

Duct

Benny HM

(R)

P*
Saturday
Program
NJghtlrM
Sportacenter (R)

Sdvego

CBearand
JamalX

Factory
Outdoors

Auto Racing

nT*"*

Racehorae
Digttl(R)

. U Movie
t "Chasers-

Tracey
Takes On

Uovit: ee'7 "ABunny's ra*~(l9S5lKirsl» AJky A
wrrterposesasaPteytjoyBurirrylorttearchanarticBi
Pnme Cms
IRI

■lockty
Week R

*WdCharrlr»onthlp
WrtttlingiR)

iCIF)

■aid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

'aid

USA

— vox-

Bloomberg
TV

Bloomberg
TV

Bloombarg
TV

Paid
Program

3 30) Movie:

Hang Time Saved by
(In Slereo) I Bed

Prlncata

3 00) CoHegt Hockey
V:.'-;. DMM MMdntBatt ;R

SC

Saved by

Saraian

Story (R)B

Program

Bell

MegeHan

Mania

For My People

Bat Nye Iht Sing Met
Scitnce Guy Story (R) X

Furnttureon
she Mend

TkaeBtWon Frttnoal

Paid
Program

GladuAort
2000

Rangers

tick (In
Slereo) X

Brett BulletChild

Fiehin' Hat

Wakar'a

Sportamana

Outdoor!

daaenga

Slory.R ■

(In Slereo) X Tales

JimHoueton FlyFlthm,
he World

Sail Water
Journal

Cay

B

A.

K

K

R

OMdoor
Gaunt

rloopaUSA
Oracula

Paid
Program

Paid

Uovit: .. "Oomaw! Tan* Polos Part 2"

Program

(1989) Voces ol Torn Barry. Stephen Gret

Paid

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Oetlt
Central

Anb-Gravlty
Room

World WreetHng
Federation Mama

TJB*

Giarlls"

Street
Fighter X

Y

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

2 Cinnamon Rolls

Movie:«« 1
Drama) Tad Jan Rccens. (In Sttito) w X
fhie la Iht PGA Tour
Sportt 101

'aid
Progiam
Program

Juia't
Knchen

Movie: ••• "The Tme of n»»l«s"(t946)Bud Abbotl
Two ghosts art stuck on Earth urni they clear then names

>eal

■owrrider

WMAC
BtMtart

Cinnamon

99
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SATURDAY AFTERNOON
1 11:30 1 12:00 1 12:30 1 1:00 1 1:30 1 2:00 1 2:30 1 3:00 1 3:30 1 4:00 1 4:30 1 5:00 1 5:30
BROADCAST STATIONS

Friends:
Once again It is
time to think of spring
1 daffodil season. The
American Cancer Society
uses the early spring flower.
Daffodil, as Its symbol of hope
that research will And a cure.
Please Join with us In raising
money to support cancer research,
education and patient services by
ordering Daffodils. While the funds
assist cancer patients and their
fain Hies, the flowers are a
gift of thoughIfulness.
Order
for a friend , co-worker,
family member. Give fm twice:
flowers to a friend, HOPE
to someone in need.
Your caring is appreciated.

*r^

Linda Glomakl
Sell. ofComnt.
Studsea, 8-87*5

%*J

Erin Fasten
Into The Street*

4—IBM

Caassx

fi4<

Brian UoU
Beta Theta PI
878-2810

Sreleu

Wood County Unit

PtlfodUa B— a MMttfc U
One Bouquet - 10 Fresh Daffodils.
Donation of 86/Bouquet to accompany
order. Make check payable to American
Cancer Society (ACS) and mail to address
below bv March 8th.
[Giver's Name:
Phone #:
Deliver
bouquetXs) to ME at
(address)

CD
CD

Sanlo
Bugrtc, 3

Community
Showcase

Bugs Bunny
1 Tweety =

Girls Basketball Toledo Chamocnehp Game (Live)

©
S>
©
©
(9
0D

Celifornia
Dreams I

HBA Inside
Stutl

Una
Adams

Bun Woll's
Table

Victory
Garden X

Naluresceiie

Michigan

Woodwrlgtil

(pleatae print Information)

NAME:
# of bouquets: Phone#
ADDRESS (9am- 5pm): _
FROM (gift card):.
NAME:.
# of bouquets: Phone#_
ADDRESS (9am- 6pm):_
FROM (gift rtirrn:
Or you may dcatgnatc that a bouquet be given to a
cancer patient (no donor lusted)

Delivery area: ALL of Wood County.
Delivery March 11th at 1M .SI
Order by March 8th.
Mail to: Daffodil Days, c/o Beta Thcta Pi
OR American Cancer Society, P.O. Box 47

Coaege Bteaettiet Cmaman al DePaul (Live)

PGA GoH Hawaiian Open •• Thrd Round From Honolulu

(lire) I
College Beeketbek! Noire Dame at Connecticut

American TV Manmum
[coveiaoe
Frugal
Gourmet X
This Old
1 Mouse X

ThieOld
Housel

WorkahopX

Finishing

Hometimf
Aac'ion

few Yankee
Workshop I

Grilling

Li If Will.
Louie X

Hovie: •* '<» 'Veriy Mason The Case 0/ me Derjnf
Dauom*' * 11990. Mystery) Raymond Bun. Robert Vaughn

Buckeye
Outdoors
Lire With
LouMX

Movie: • ."American GooB" (1980) Richard Gere A heed
companion for weakhy women n framed for murder 81
Gl Joe
Eitreme

X

U.S. Olympic Trials Scheduled marathon, rrorn Charlotte. N C X

Scandinavia

Halutescene

Frugal
Gourmet «

Cucna
Amore

Movie:.. "|Oeny Mason The Case of me Fafa/Fashion"
(1991. Myslery) Raymond Bun. Valerie Harper. Scoll Bar.
American Gladiators (In
US. Customs:CtHatM
Slereo) X
(In Stereo)

Movie:* 'American Gooto'f 1980) Richard Gere A heed
wnirjariicei for wealthy women is darned for murder X

Action Man
i- SICK!

(LM)

Austin City Lknite "Pam
Mis/Guitar Pun
Joy*
JenkineArl
Paining
Workshop

Ghostwriter Qhoatwritar
(In Stereo) I (In Slereo)!

LajaruaManTha
r^orspralor" (In Slereo) X

Kane: Warrior PtWoeee
"Mortal Bekxed- (In Stereo)

lew Garden Victory
Garden J

MafTnak Voyager
'T)ie»r*r)ijgltr (In Stereo)

Sightlnge (in Slereo)

Movie ■• . RrverorOrum"(igMalaiw DudWI A
Nazi screnusi plots to rrled mankirvj wah a dearjy vvus

Freeh Pnnce Step by Slep
ol BM-Aii X (In Slereo) X

CABLE STATIONS
Dr.KeB.
COM Therapist
Sportscenttw
1SPN

Garry
Shandling

The Critic

iBcnny Hill
1

SC

Tracey
Takes On

Before They Go Green

Movie: ... ''AFTrfecTIVcylcr [1993. Oiama] KevnCoslnei A coy
benmtoadmretheesMpMrxnwhokKtiapoedriin 'PG-I3*X

Absolutely French and
Fabulous |R) Saunters

Mystery Science Theater
3000

Auto Racing: NASCAR ••
Daytona 500 Practice

sASCAR
Shop Talk

Road to Indy

LateShinLook

Movie:** ''/maorLi/yC>irnes''(1994.
Drama) Harvey Kew (h Slereo) W X

:oHege BaaketMl Wisccnsri al Minnesota (Live)

Coach Bob
Vatvano

:o«ege Basketball Akron at Ohio (live)

Movie: •• -SaaOiannels" (1992. Comedy) Paul Hop An
alien finds a way lo eipand his earth-women cokdion

Movie: -trover'" (l 995. Scetnce Fiction) Ethan Randal A
vWual reakty game seeks lo kill ns undelealed player. X

:oach Rick
Piltno

College Basketball liirros al Oho Slale (Lrve)

JfBCUUI

My Secret
Identity

Uy Secret
den HI,

Swamp
Thing I

Swamp
Thing X

Eiosquad
Street
(In Stereo) X Fighter X

Savage
Oregon X

Weed
Science It

Highlandei The Series
Eye for an Eye' (In Stereo)

iCIFI

US*

Movie:** '«one»TnconAcademy'(t993.Comedy)
Robert Hays Ar/oamijiwrniig^mamasaaarxiaginL
HFL'attrettellMiiaiiim
KASCARWkiatonCup

lottaoe Oeikottal Massachusetts a Vrgrea Tech
(Live)

III l5)M«v»e.VlimeGianrs''(l99a,
HBO Comedy) Rrck Morarus (In Stereo) PG X

Movie: •• Teeni*oe-(lfj85.Comedy)M«JiaelJ.FoxA Movie: .*. -Staid me future Pan »"
famy curse lurns a hrgh-sohool student into a werewoa
(1989. Fantasy) Mchael J Fox. 8)

SATURDAY EVENING
1 6:00 1 6:30 7:0OH7^T8u)O 1 8:30 1 9:00 1 9:30 1 10:00 110:30 111:00 111:30 112:00 112:30
(MUV,M

CD
CD
Q)

ffl
©
©
CD
©

CBSNewe

Wheel ol
Fortune I

Cash
Eiplosion

Or. Qokin. Medicine
Woman (In Stereo) X

Touched by an Angel
-Out ol me Darkness"!

Night Stand
OutetUmrtl'il Wans
Could Tak- (In Slereo) X (InSkneo)

Na*aX

Waiter. TeraaRanget
•El Coyote" I

Mml

ABCWId
News

Entertainment Tonight
In Slereo) X

Hudson
Street X

Looking
Btnw

NBC News

saywatch' Baywalch
Angels'' (In Slereo) I

Figure Skating UHrmate Four Pro-am ccmpeltol laalumrj current and past
champions, bom boston (to Slereo) X

Freeh
rVince

Saturday NkgM live Host Tom Amok)
Music guest "upac Snakur (In Slereo)

Lawrence Wed Show:
Silver Champagne

Great Wee*) (In Slereo)
(Pan 2 ol 5) I

Sr3L

Wea»C%Uaa||-lM
FioyFwnelVAJ Croce-

rtmton'e
ScfioolBui Appiel
Travels in
Eurapi

Embrwdery Lawrence We* Show:
Silver Champagne
Studio

Maybe This Movie: -Project Air(i996. Comedy) Mann Sheen
TllMl
A crated mSaiy olfcer wens to eemnale AiF X

LlwFroealJrKomCjraer'trrianuelAiyoYoMa
andFnends A Ceasbrabon of Hausmus* (In Slereo)

News •

lovte: ... 'tasl Fran from Gun HeT
1959. Western) Kirk Douglas

P»»Jr)

Movie: ••• "GaOen Bey"(1939. Drama) Waam
Holden An aspiring musician becomes a ryaelrgtiter

Meviimekers (In Stereo)

Myeasry! -Inepedor
Worse" (Pan d2|I

PrSL.

Sightlnge (In Stereo)

Mai TV (ki Stereo) X

vest?-*"*

ftarciiniTlM
upMMy Jourrptyt X

laMetriJn Home
Stsnoix Improve.

Cope 1 In
Slereo) (PA)

Cope New
Orleans-X

Americe t Moat Wanted
(In Slereo) X

E«nK»*-ry

WgrearioarTlseSenee
"Somethrno. Wicked

Mnchhkser
(In Slereo)

rWcWaker
(M Slereo)

Outer UiMa T Wails
Takes Fiom TeleeFrom
Could Tar (Vn Slereo) X eMCryptX the Crypt «.

Piatone'
|NBA BeekiHell Toronto aptors a Oetro*. Pistons From she
Star Trek: Deep Space
Nine "Return to Grace' X GaeaerkgW [Palace ol Auburn Hat (Lm)

Naera

tXAIr)

regh School leeketbal Teems to Be
Announced

PaM
Program

MVfS-H
aeners'X

Movie: ••• 'l>rtyW/iy"ll97l)HariyCar»nanuses
urvjrthodoa methods lo capture a sreeer

Pro-Am

Sanetat'a
Video

CABLE STATIONS
COM
ESPN

fflW5*"

Bill Htks It s Just a
Ride 'ii

Senior PGA Go" SuraastOaaaoSacond Round From LuU, Fla

Sportacanaat

Brett Butler

aar

Lounge
Liiarrl.

Dream On

RJSfi,

SC
SCTF1

USA

Coaaaa
Itirufliarl

Thorouah- Cave Game *SA taeketbaa PMaoMpru 76ers al Cleveland Cavakers. From
bredAAon Time
Gund Arena (Lure)

Tekwar Unknown
Sokter (R) On Slereo) I ZoneX

WL

eonite.s

TheCmk

Auto Racing NASCAR Grand National. Goody s
300 From Daytona Wemabonal Speedway, Fla

Movie: •• "A Dangerous Place |!995| A youth tries Meets: •*• -Hr/wUarr«^(l»|Cosege
HBO to prove las brother dett't commt suode R X
Ifreehmen are exposed to the pressures of soewty R'

{Mima lMIUdn Wood Comb/ rued thchouro oTO am to rjpaU

Also Deliver Gist city) to the
following person on my behalf:

ICoilege Basketball Navy al Army (Ten. Apprranmate) (LM) ■
j

Auto Racing NASCAR Twin 125s. Outlaying races tor IBeOaytona 500 [College
from Oaytona iniemational Speedway. Fia X
|lleeliaTlai

Movie: -rrlelitetoME»oerme«ll99e|Aeor«iaeJ
seeks to capture tie essence ot a dyng human X

Movie: ... Rack to Die future Part III' (1990. ArMraUe) kkchael
JFoa Matty Mrfly VMS the OB West to save lf« rrajerasd Doc

SctenceX

Campus
CopaX

Movie: tt -Honevmoon Jkademy(1990 Comedy) Roben Hays

Sportscentet I

NFL'a
Greatest

America's Dream Three short stories
by renowned Alncan-Amencan authors

rVodao: PRCA
Soutttweslem Expo

Movie: ... "48MRS "(1982. ComedyDrama) Ntck Note (In sieieo) ff X

Cctleca Basketball Akron al Ohio

Cm Fata) Hour rjert al

Ommm

Mai Headroom Raners"
(In Slereo) X

Twiliahl
ZoneTI

Duckman
(In Slereo)

Movie: f< "Joy « Se." (1984. Comedy) Two keen.
agers set out to kite thee irvgrety M any coat

Weekly
Work)

Monelera

M»vte:*eTr»t*»«3rce
Espererier»-(II»4)X

SUNDAY MORNING

1

anTalal 1
■■ 1
■■
■■
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD

(3 CO| Home Shopping
Spree
rxnahue lln Stereo) X

IB
aenna
&> Stewart
OK Air)
©
CD mm
Oil Air)
63
<00) Movie:
CD Monsw,
Growing
•3) Pains

OaedCare

Shop Spree
Paid
Program

■■ 1

Meeelor
Shul-ina
Paid

a* Sculptor Community
Cloee-Op

■■ 1

■■

faVooi
Busmess

■■

■■ II

■■ 1

■■ 1

jwyof
Dticovery rt

tatnatl Copeattd (In
Stereo)

ktwda/ aVjniiaa Preview ol rateavjartaal
pnmary r New llarripshire X

Morning
Prayer

Vow Bind »
■odfl
American TV

Good Monvnj America/
Sunday.!

•aM
Program

PaM
Program

rotedoUp
Front

Hour ol Peeret (In Slereo)
X

Feedthe
Chmtren

rodayim Slereo) X

SeeameSlreetX

JeckVen
kape
European
Journal

Mot
Ireland
Katie and
OrbteX
Dragon Baa Dan Berry
James
Kennedy
Home
Fenuetlc
reknoman
ReaMy
Four
Check (R)
Utretorcelln Street
reioioman
Sharks
Slereo)

Mo Media

PaM
[liteaeeure IDMaaura
|m Slereo) x|(ln Stereo) I
Calilom.
PreeeBoi(R)
Dreams

Fnende!

'uarkt Place
|h Stereo) X

PaM
Program

Jkemytwaigan

Animal

WwrMka
FromMort

Slereo) X

Gwenevera

Skysurter
Strike Force

ran Man (in

Hour ol Power (In Slereo)
X

Church ol Today

Paid
Program

MyelarySclerKeTheralat3l)r«-r>amstal:eiandtne
Warrors From HH.- (R)

Magk
School But
Lamb Chop

Mister
Rogers!

1

■■III

■

Face She
rttejonX
DtgM
TNe Wee* With Cwvxl
■rWdayX

Power lor
Living

Barney 4
Frlenoal
»idtonge,M
Slereo) X
Time Station

leader Men

■■ 1

Freedom
Saeek.
MeoK
SchtalBua
Pt«

Meet the
PeaaaX
tony Brown
Newton's

•ae*(P>«
PaM
Program

Teenoman

MSrnat
Jnd

Tetotoman

Growing
Pane

Politicaay
Incorrect

Premiere
Prr>Am

Soon.
Htpofttfl

Sport
tweekly

CABLE STATIONS
Paid
COM Program

Pad
Program

PaM
Program

Sporocenlei (R)

Ski World

Auto Racing Auto Racing: NASCAR Daytona 500 Ptactce
(4 CO, Movie: eee 'Ho-*r Movie:.a -jonnn,Oinrjeroi^-(l9lit)l*rJu*|ruialon.
HBO leamng (1995. Drama) W A lad lums lo crime to pay his mother's hospaal brls
CkibGoBIR) Outdoor
Rodeo internaiional FeiaS PnmeCuts Futbol
SC From OkJanoma Cey (R)
Encounters
Mundkal(R)
(R)
-aid
Pad
PaM
Pad
Paid
Paid
iCIFI
Program
Program
Program
Program

ESPN

Fact! ol Lite Good
USA (in Slereo)
Fishing

Is lour
Busmeee

C-NM
CentreliRl

Superman
Belman

0

ineMeSr.
PGA
rtetwenrltng
Story (B)X
PowerrioK

nude the
PGA Tour

PoWcaty
Incorrect

Politically
Incorrect

NBAs
Greatest

Sportecentei

Potibcaly
Inccrrect

WardotOl Movie: et "NakedGun 33 1/3 The fryl
(In Slereo) X tsaar(lgM)LaMNralsen PG-13 I
Final Score
Idverwuree CUGo*
Ltta
niuetreted

PaM
Praoran

w
'rogtam

Proaeam
ChlMX

Sonic It*
a^»a7»11ee Ikrogehog

Mad
Screntist

JoOfn*y Of IndJ MlU-HV*
American Athlete
Women.Soccer Sweden
vs U S National Team

:-Net
Central iR
batCATJa. Eioaauad
(in Slereo) I (In Stereo)!

Aidl-IJravity So-Fitun
Ftoom(R)

nade Space
(In Slereo)

Highlander

Street
Fighters

TO
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
I 11:30 1 12:00 1 12:30 ! 1:00 1 1:30 1 2:00 1 2:30 1 3:00 1 3:30 1 4:00 1 4:30 1 5:00 1 5:30
BROADCAST

CD

Coach Jim
Lammgi

Oaytona 500 The richest and most prestvanrt event d thai NASCAR Wnslcn Ci* Series Iron Oavlona Intematona!
Speedway. Fla {Lax) I

College Basketball Indiana at Michigan (live)X

CD

Decorator
Showcase

Coach Larry
Gipson

Coach
Stliltg: Work) Alpra
Randy Ayers Champtonsheis

PGA Golf: Hawaiian Open - Fetal Round From Honolulu
(Ltve)X

2)
Q>
S3

Meet
the PrtM *

Editors

NBA
Snowline '■

NBA Basketball: Chicago Bulls at Indrana Pacers From Market Square
Arena (Live) X

«BA Basketball Houston Rockets al San Artomo Spurs From the
Alamodome (Uve)X

To the
Contrary

American Experience Tho Proudly We Served: The
Men ol the USS Mason
MVngN Baal at Storao]■•

Market to
Markst

Editors

This 0!d
House X

Tattreak (Live) I

CD
©

Think Tank

Firing line:
Drugs

Nova '. " : :t " . IForest' iln Stceol V

Paid
Program

deviate* 'Nuns on (he Pm' (1990. Comedy) Ere IrJe
Two petty crmnals hvje out n a convent school

Tiavel Travel Lighter Side
of Sports

SanrMr'a
COM Video
ESPN

Julia's
Kitchen

This Week in Nevsnorth,
Mot or sports

American Gladiators (In
Stereo)!

Coach (In
eo)X

Women's Soccer Sweden
vs U S Naton* Team

Hoops USA

McLaughlin
One on One

Movie: *ev,-jumprn Jack Flash (I9B6. Comedy) A
computer operator becomes involved n espionage
Working
Woman

Main Floor

Litestykae

The Critic

Dr. KaO,

Cinoons

ICotleratBaekeehakSfflilhwestern Louisiana at Western
[Kentucky (Ure)

Movie: ••» The flraoyBunch Movie"
11995 Comedy)Sheleylong PG-13'X

McLaughlin
Group

Movie: ... 'leirtalrVeafon'(1967. Drama) Mel Gibson
A veteran detectrve is paned with an eccentric partner
High School Basketball Teams to Be Announced (R)
Coach Keiy Eoach(ki
Gel 'X
Stereo) I

Fresh Prince Step D, Step
of Bet-Air X ^1" *-'ivi':. n

The Critic

Or. Katl.
Therapist

Dr. Kan.
Therapist

San Bias
Marathon

Bodybuilding Mr Otympia From Atlanta

Cartoons

This Is the PGA Tour

Movie:.. r7»/^»sessicinorjoe(Oeuney,(l972)A
rjrrorcee met lo save her brother Irom a hostile sort

Sfjace: lew "Alpha Child"

Starman The Wedding

Savage
USA DragonX

World Wrestling
rarJanUuri Action Zone

Weird
Science «

J.F.O. The Computer
Aflair"

Movie: see The fear Ins.*" (1992) Chnskne Lahti An
agorapriobic rerts a room to two malevolent strangers

ekLHrxeevy
(Ure)

BROADCAST

CD
CD
©
®
CD
CD
CD
CD

Movie:.. TheLftlorce
£«penmenr(l99«H

Movie:... "Capife*-(l99l. Suspense) Robert DeN.o Aneiconvcl lakes revenge on me awyer who betrayed hen (In Stereo) X

„„l
Almost
PertaclX

Mover The flootfcvdHes. torXaaavrvtranSettr
(1996, &ama)JarnesGarr«K Barbara Carreia X

NewsF

Gunaeioka The HoeCutlers-

Lola 1 Clark-Superman

Mov«t:-AaM'cvl/»-(l996)Vaer«Bertneli
Abortion shatters the close bend between two sisters

News it

Siskeli
Ebert

Jnaohred Mysteries lln
Stereo) X

Mad About
YouX

Movie: '67m Precmd «*"(1996) Two detectives
must raid a Ink among ttrrje murder vctrns X

UeedCars

Edilors

Paid

On the
Issue

Greet Drlvee (In Stereo)
(Pad 3d SIX

Mature Pandas ot the
Skaepmg Dragon "IRIX

Masterpiece Theatre "Heavy Wealher"

Today's 1 si
Ed.

fX

Stataof
Poetry

(OflAar)

Nature "Pandas« me
SJeopftg Dragon" (R) X

MaakarpMca Theatre 'Heavy Weather

CBS News

M Minutes if Stereol '

News ■

ABC Wld
News

Home
Videos

American
TV

NBC New,

Lawrence We* Show:
Silver Champagne
(In Stereo)

Horn*
Vnrtot

RrjyPameVAJ Croce"

BB i

Simpson.
Star Trek: Voyager
Space: Above and
'1)rearJnougtit (In Stereo) Beyond Toy Solders' X (In Stereo)
World ol National
Geographic

Eitremists
landsaikng

Coach (in
Star Trek: Vovager
"Oreadnoughl (In Stereo) Stereo)!

Newaredio
(in S'eieoi

Martin (In
Stereo) X

learned...
With

Married
Mfltti

W

Viewer's Choice

uair SB"

Beverly Hilts, 90210 tin
StereoIX

Hovte

Roeeanne
'Sa'.nU,

Star Trek Deep Space
Una The Sons ol Mogv

Home
Improve.

Newt

TYPING SERVICES AVA1I.IAIU I

To Be
jAnnouaced

Forever Kmght
"Avenrang Angel-

Senator's
Video

alovte: •• -Paifners-(I912) Ryan O'Neal Two cops
POM as ktvers r a gay comirajntty lo nab a kfler.

Brown T.

The Critic

Senior PGA Golf Suncoasl Classc rmai Round From Lutz. Fla

Sportscenter

NHL Hockey New York Rangers al Pastoral Penrsura From W l )e« Arena.
(Uve)I

HBO

Movie. •• Hiked Gun 331/3 The
Final tmr |I994| Leske Heisen. X

Shakeapeere

Movie:.') 'TraifeolelvH 1995) Cham and Inends Movie: ft.• "r7WrJravJVOaten Atoviemust slop a covert pill U attack Cuba 'PG-1T X
(1996. Comeoy) Shelley Long PG-13

SJSft.

Dream On

Pokticaky
Incorrect

ESPN

?sr*"

Kenneth
Copeltnd

Abaolutety
Fabulous

Lounge
LiiardiiP

Hawaiian Sports
Adventure

feonacarsavul

Tracey
rjemai
'Swi'
Uler|R)X Takes On... rlams'

ML Hockey: Detroit at

ECHl Hockey Louisvwe RrverFrogs al Columbus Chil (He)

Thorough- Scoreooerd College Basketball Evansv* al Unots Stale
bred Action Central

15 00) Movie: ..The
lifWorce frpenmenfrl

m

AIM Nation Generation
to Generatcn" (In Stereo)

War ol me Worlds DL!I
lo Dust' ilnSweoi

Twilight

Renegade "Lyons Roar"
(InSlereo)X

SMSWranra'Ttn*!
Values" lln Stereo) XT

S* SlatMnga-Love
Highlander: The Seriee
Never Oes'lln Stereo] I The Vaflvjee" (In Stereo)

SC
Monsters

I ,«..,:-

Movie: flaraecr(1998)V! kkmKarJ Rattlesnakes
descend upon a newry developed communey. I

runurva
MrttkaB

dSi

Murder. She Wrote
Inesc'Eiceaence'X

Resume Services
Reports/Papers
Dissertation Thesis
Transcription off cassette tapes

lOflA.)

A 1 IUN£
Pro-Am

•
•
•
•

|0" Air)

Sports Klra M-A-S-HX

lOr.Katl
Therapist

USA

737 S MAIN

Movie:... 77* War cV the Hoses'(1989) An
NarieTheSOTrJUigh- attorney recalls a once-happy couple's bitter divorce

Eugene,

rtome
Improve.

Encore! iB
(ki Slerec)

COM

son

SOI
"I'll SIDE 6
... «in in i in: i" \it ■ v si AH is

STATIONS

News I

i- Brat

only at...

itrMVimMOsve4irHjLumberjacks

SUNDAY EVENING

Try It Today!!!

The Critic

Movie: tee "Batman' (1961 MchaelKeaton Thecaped Movie: •• -Stay Tuned" (1992. Comedy)
crusader vows lo rid Gotham City ol the Joker PG-I3X John Rater (ki stereo) TO X

Women's College Basketball Iowa at Wisconsin (Live)

tlyetery
5CIFI
Magic

Nova •. - ,-..•:• Ha
Forest (In Stereo) I

Adam Smith Tony Brown
Lawrence Wad Show
'Sever Champagne Special'

4HL Hockey Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Leats From Maple
li'd'i.1.'-

Fishing Hummettwd
Bass'n'Goe

(it 00)Sportawoeldy

'rugal
Gourmet it

llarcia
Adams

Home Again
1

Gc5TTr»Tmevj^l9e2)RyTt3Naal
rjose as lews n a gay community loneo a kiatr

Hone: 'OMnjn-(1994] A reptilian oulla*
HBO takes control ol a barren desert lown NR
SC

College Basketball Wissoun at Maryland (Uve)X

Compulu
Chronicles

Transition

Have You Heard
The Latest Craze?

STATIONS

Monsters
B :-.,:■

Amazing
Storieel

Amazing
Stones It

DataCenter
352-5042

*§

■Ct UPS Authorized Shipping Outlet
■Ct Fed Ex Authorized Shipping Outlet
Fed Ex iraoesmarks by permission

MONDAY EVENING
aaaaMaa\ni.'aj]am'7T-.iaaTawa^i.iaa1awa^.iaa1a».Mi.ia»».>*Jaaia>^ijaaT»-ja>,iajiajliMl.l«BI^
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD
CD

News':

CBS News

Vfhaelc*
IJaoparrJyl
Fortune X |X

raannyOn
SiereciX

News

ABC WM
News

Em
Tomght

HardCopy
|l

Second Noah "Close
Worlds Funniest
Encounters- {In Slereo) I IrypnotJat (ki Slereo) X

•sere

NBC News

Copel

Moat
|WM*d

'rash
Prince

m

PreGEO
Parading

Businese
Report

NesrehourWitiJaii
Lehrerl

CABLE
COM
ESPN
H60
SC

son

Late Show (In StereoIX
Show!

Movie: -A StemBeK-enFimnH. AMomenror'
Truth Mo™-(l996. Dramal Lynda Carter ■

M-A-S'H
T-I.P."«

>

H9nltnC K Cheats!

TemrakN

ronight Show (m Slereo) late right
(In Slereo)

Suntval |ln Stereo) X

American Eanertance
The Crash c7l929"X

Frertertdt rWiioJa..: When the Uon
WroMHietoryfR)(lnSlerM)I

EaatEnders EastEndert (OH Alt)

James Cegney: Top of
ll»Worlrr

American Eiperlence
TheCiashotlOM k

Frederick Dcugtaae: When the Lion
Wrote History (Rj|ki Slereo)X

Cnarle Roaa (ki Stereo)

Coachs

:ln'Steicr,

Seinfeld
The Keys"

Mekoee Place The
Nedand
Circle of Strife" (In Slereo) StacayX

Dmoeaurs
(in Stereo)

as**

LAPO(ln
SktreoIX

Star Trek Voyager
njajl Wish Tin Sfe'eol

Noerhere Man Stay
Tuned- (In Stereo) I

PreeeBoi

Home
Improve.

Star Trek: Voyager
'TJeethWish-flnSereol

reriwhera Men "Stay
Tuned" (ki Slereo) ■

News

Police
Squad!

Movie:.. -SecY6IAi)rn™(-(l985,&>medy)Ak>re
letter lallsnio the wrong hands and creates havoc

Ruaeenita
Sleeper" X ttSprov.

Partners In Newsf
Slereo) X

Roeeanne
Star Trek: Voyager
-Slaeper-X "Death Wan' |lnSlereo|
Rush
Limbaogh

Country

Journal

InstruciKxial
*ght Court

With
Press Bo.

Paid

MUSKCTSA

4

krovenX

w-

Star Trek: The Neit
Genarabon "Lessons' X

STATIONS

Police
Soued'

Sgtd>

UpOoee

Sportscenter

Police
Squad!

College Basketball L^raeMOaMtiQtMMMM
(Live)

sandy
Ayers

Sii Mahon Ooaar Han
The Secrel ol Boloor

v,

F

Dream On

The Critic

Saturday Nighl Lrve

OraaaiOn

ntona?

Mteqe Daakalbal Nebraska al Kansas (Live)

*»*: e'o-M* Money"! 1994) A hooker slows away Naval: eee The TuMtegee A>mevi-{l995, Drama)
al tie home ol a suburban widower TG-1T X
An aMkck arjuarkon ol Ipjhiei pias serves ri wwii
Teeaka

News If

Murder One -Chapter l«- News i
(In StereoIX

w,id
America n

Ftoajade-Hrcman-(in
USA

ntie
House «

Latest™ Video kiln
sffieoIX

Frugal
Gourmet it

Nevrshour WHh Jim
Lehrerl

CD
Home
CD Improve.
ateT
CD Keiror
Sknpeorie
CD (ki Stereo)

Cant Hurry Murphy
LoveX
Blown |

JouvrieyrjItajAlttcaev

iportacenearl

^medy Hour Paula
Pourvislone

MarmtllkaMia»:Colo
SLalNM
Mtwtr eVi low is a
Gun-(l99t|Enc Roberts

§Wu5r- °™*-"" '»-*

rrt» Take 2: Hot Stove EeMon

loatng Lous Ramon Campus vs Ray Coins (Lrve)

l>aaVM
Zone>

=rideylr«il3lh:Tha
Seriee (B Stereo)

Twmcjhl
ZoneX

Ltelor^'llnSMreoi'j.

Silk Stakunrm "Love-IS"
(R| (In Stereo) I

5SB.S

lea Here

Juenaaa Lean lee
Harvey OswakT X

Mannl MacMva "Truth
or Consequences"

££,%

Murder. She Wrote
Terminal Connection I

WWF: Monday MgM

Monsters

ukaantue Leap "Lee
Harvey OtarakT at

■yKSi^ Since I

Next Week
Live from the
Heart of Darkness,
it's Mardi
Gras...Peiffer and,
Swampy head
from one swamp
to another.
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NEW CAR LOANS

TUESDAY EVENING

1 6:00 1 6:30 1 7:00 1 7:30 i 8:00 1 8:30 1 9:00 1 9:30 1 10:00 110:30 1 11:00 111:30 112:00 1 12:30
BROADCAST

©

36 mo.
48 mo.
60 mo.
72 mo.*
84 mo.*

8.50%
8.75%
8.95%
9.95%
10.95%

YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR A TOTAL OF 1/2%
DISCOUNT ONTIIK AIIOVF SI All l)k\TI s
IN ONE OF TWO WAYS:
I.) A down payment of 20% is being
provided instead of the 10% slated in
the loan term for purchase money.
vehkle-collalcralizcd loans only,
OR
2.) You have two out of three: Active
checking account. VISA, or Min. $2000 CD.
Call us for additional information:

352-0787
•I** Dan ii hast JI5.000

9

ND OPENIN

(OUTSIOrENTRANCE BEHIND
WOODLAND MALI)

4 POOL TABLES
FOOSBALLA
DARTBOARD

JUKEBO
IMRHOCKEY—

Newts

CBS News

Wheel ol
Fortunes

Jeopardy!

Pnmary Coverage'in

Movie: "Sms cJS*nce"(199S) LtoOJay Wagner A
former nun goes lo at lo protect a young rap. victim

NewsT

Lai. Show (In Stereo)!

ffiLT

KmX

ABC'.via
New.

Ent.
TonigM

Ham Copy

Poseenne
(in Slereol

Coach n
Bmofl

Home
Improve.

Bai-SaM HYPO Bkn'Th. Nutty
0tys-(R|X Confessor"1

NewtT.

•gMlnaX

Cheer. I

S>

Km

NBC News

Cops

Most
Wanted

StenR)!

3rd PockSun

Fretierlto
Slereo)*

DaMne (In Slereo) X
John
LamakMli

H-A-S'H
"Km X

Tonight Show (In Slereo) LattNighi
(In S-eie.-i

©

DctSnuS

ButWvttl
Papon

Newshour With Jim
lehrer =

Nova "Warl achnosol
Tomorrow" (In Stereo) I

FrontlimKBlI

New Hampahir. Primary: EattEnder. Charlie ROM (In Slereol
Newshour Special

[OK Air)

CO

Nrwlhour With Jim
LetlrerX

Frugal
Gowmel B

Wild
America |

Nov. Yva: Machines ol
Tomorrow" (In Stereo) X

Frontlirva IR) X

New Hampahir. Primary:
Newshour Special

&3C

m

■tome
Improve.

Seinfeld

IK ftlj

Coach (In
Slereo) I

Hovie: "uwrerawn r (1998, Fantasy) Superhuman
teenagers battle a mrvimanejurahrrg maniac. X

©

Tor*.

Orvoaaurt
{to Sleceo]

SSroT

LAPDiln
Slereol ■

S'err:; I

Minor
Adfust

Home
Improve.

Motthalln
Slereo) X

Minor

(h8Miao|

Horn.
Improve.

Dream On

Dr. Katz.
Therapist

The Critic

Ben Stiller

©

InSMej

■i Bni

JpCtoK

'

Politically
-.correct

cwj£st*Tsss
Sportscenter

H80
sc

sctn
USA

Roaeenn.
lln Stereo)

SUvr Trek The Nert
Generation A-nv---

Harried...
With

Night Court

Trauma One fel BsMO]

PretsBoi

Rush
Limbaugh

Countiy
Music OSA

Journal

PnveeBoi

Paid
Program

Trauma On. (In Slereo)
X

News

Murph,
Brown X

Married
With

Star Trek: The Neit
Generabon The Chase"

Politically
Incorrect

S«!ro*yN!grrtu!e^|DriamOrr

Comedy
Dream On
Producl iR)

ar**-

Iracey
T.*e. On

ECHL Hockey Columbus CniH al Ftoanoke Eipress (LM)

toWKXiDoaarHan
-in. Secret d Bigloor

| Twilight
bonjx

Homier.

Rerasao(-Paor(ll
SHniTl

WtngaUn
|ettnto)X

Wings tj
Sterfc)*

The Critic

College Basketball Alabama al Kentucky (live)

•ovtt:.'". ronE«o»V(l99S)Criapnan)mends llovit:... T*gn«'[«»TOig-(l99S}Col»o«
must strjp a ccwert ptol to attack Cuba 'PG-tJI
Irashmen are exposed to the pressures c* sooety Ft
TerU

tSve'd

Che*. Rot. (In Slereo)

MI

College Basketball Purdue al linos tlrve)

ESPN

Sporlscenter X

Hon.: "fisl erf the Nam Star"(1995,
■ovkt: -Out Man's
Scare. Fiction) Coatas tJarvJytor W ■ Juslic.-|l9«S.Dr»ma)W
Piece ol the SrwIttwieerionTV
Game

Quantum laapl In
Stereo! «

•arvnay.c~n.efcr.

Murder. 9k. Wrote The
Commltee" (In Slereo) I

Soimg Ray Donvenge vs Roberto Duran Scheduled S» Stalking.-The
IfrfOUVj SUVKIIlU* lllnlll bout ton Mami (liv.)
Cju»hrjietr(R)X

SS M)

|Snow|boarding

Fneeyth.1 »:Th.
Seriee The Maestro

Twilight

Monttert

ZOCHS

.

™^|issr'

Quantum lea* "Nowhere
lo Run ■ August 10.1961"
Hlcrfvliridn: Tha Sena.
7Jr>«a/AHMa-X

WEDNESDAY EVENING
1—/TO.—,—s~~K7Z—1—m AA—T H AA—T A AA—f A 4A—1 A AA—1 A -4A—I 4A AA 1 4A.4A 1 4 4 .AA t 4 4 .«A 1 4 4.AA T Jft'.TA 1
lttt»ai«'K'.'atlt« >*.'alaW>Hi.'Ja1aaTa*.-aiai.h .:Ma»->».iM^>ti.'MatVy»:iM»i'K'.'JPL'/TV.'alP»K'■ «■»**-'«■ r-HLatl rw.ai
UROAOCUST

CD
CD
©
©

SfHTIONS

NewtH

CBS Haws

Wheel ol
Fortunes

>iopardy!

ColUg. BisketMl Ba Slate at Bowl.ro Gwm
StMTU.)

Dave't
WorM t

ttttvaX

LM Show Sivger
Wynonna (InSbrK)D

Lava Late
Showl

Manx

ABCWId
News

EnL
TrxHfM

Hard Copy
X

EH.n (In
Stereo)X

hliiiaattiUvaJ

tttraX

wghttin.3 ChaersI

rampntt

Nnr.

ueCNaws

Copailn
Stereo) I

Moil
Wanted

Future ol Crtm. Fighllng Datrtn. (In Slereo) X
In Sieic^: C

LawlOrd. "Custooy
- S'.-re] I

rA-S-HX Torajht Show Actress
Lrda Fvjrentno X

Laanlo
Rud

Business
Rtport

Newshour Wrth Jim
Lahrtri:
:

iDrew Carey Grace
Under Fu.
[(In Slereo)

naked
Truth X

KMMI

i

Ihurchill. Thnse generabons ol the Church* ramfc art proNed.
toU through Wnston Churchill's wraings (In Slereo) X

lln Stereo)

BST*

'I- Sink

Irwbt Roe. (In Stereo)

OH Air)

:hart. Ron (In Slereo)

nstrucHonal

€3

Mewshoor With Jim
LAtirerT]

mgai
MM 1

Wild
Anvtric.J

ChivchtU Three generabons ot the Churchi tarn*/ an pronM,
•Id Jirough Wraton Churdnl's wrtmejt |ln SMtao) X

Encore! (P) Being
Served
(In Stereo)

€0
CD
©

Homt
improve.

Simpsem
On Slereol

MTIMMX:

Coach (In
StereoiX

Snarly Him, 90216 All
This and Mary loo X

HWW.X

RoMttin.
(In Stereo)

tor Trek The Hen
Generation (In Slereo) X

Tortile

Dinosaurs
(In Stereo)

iSBT

LAPD (In
S'cec 1

teak)

PrastBoi

Rut*
limbaugh

Country
Music OSA

Journal

Press Boi

Simpsons
(Id Sltfeol

foseanne
(In Stereo)

Home
Uwarove

NBA Basketball New 'oni Kn,cks at Detroit Pistons From the
Patted Aubum H«. (Uv«)

Hews
•rownX

WHh

Star Trak: Tha Nait
GenerMion (In SIMM) X

Tracty
Ullman

PoliBcatly
Incorrect

DnMmOn

DraamOn

PuMtall|

Saturoayhvght Uv.

Sportacenter

College Basketball Northwestern al Wisconsn
ll«)

COM

py HOURS 11D. NITE LADIES NITE*
FREE POOL 7-11 P./
THUR&sNITE COLLEGE ID NIT
.$1.00 SPECIALS

STATIONS

CD
CD

ESPN
HBO

Shandlirvg
Jo Close

Itovl.: •• -HMawo/in. WortJ. Part r(19»1.
Comedy) Mai Brooks. Madeira Kahn

Tontt

Lakthailook

Thorough- Hoops USA 1BA Action :oH*g> Baakalball Oho Stale al MrwasoU (Live)
bred Action

Six Million Dollar Man
SCIFI -The Gcftten pharaon"
Panaoada "HUIWM
4cc«lent" (m Slerec) I

ThaCrBc

CoRege Baatttib.lt Georga Tech al Virgnia (live)

Mev* .« . UHtGanU (1994, Comedy) A sngle
trnarie. s Drum Three short stonat
Oaa coaches a loo<nl Mr ^compre»dolmsfils rG' by 'enowned AlncarvAmerKan authors

SC

USA

Party ol five "Betore and
taV ■ fit!) i

Ilarvn ( MKhin. Cold
rjoB MM

S^tonto)
Sport.
Busters

Tracy
TakatOn...

Iporlaeantirl

klonslers

Quantum leap K.«i
T<ne.Jun.lTt9Se-X

Friday the 13th: The
Serve. (In Slereo)

Wings .1 BMrVX

Winfa Joe
Blowy X

Iknta: -CMcrAnwe'sPasriiavS)AUrlntaii
Commiltoe" (In Sle'eo) I rtraitans to rtvul a woman's (rue ejantfly X

American
Muacl.

tlovl.:..'1-S'ler«Fair(199t.
Suspense)ftcnardOeyluss Kl

Sporllwriters on TV

Twilight
Zone it

ssr-

Twilight
ZonaX

MiohlCoull
Paid
Program

rjraamOn
Hawaii
Sports
"New Cm.

Scoraboard Piacecllh. Sports
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Gam.
Inrvtrview
ttorntert
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Quantum Laap (In
Stereo) X
HW*andar: Th. Serves
■Tr«Wiimoriger"X
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itssMai ii' ■■ IP mmir.'MMtf;<mm'K<.<mw-H:m»^jmmsf:muvAi.<Mui,f:<MWiH'.iMwit*;inBrw.<i ^^lj
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WR: Your
source for
the news
that matters to you

CD
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Newtl

CBS'Je.s

Whertol
Fortun. ?

Jjcf-dy'

Terrort ot the Deep n
StveoIX
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ABCWId
News

Enl
Tonight

Hard Copy
X

Uovn .. . "rneSooygua-J (1992 Suspws.)It>vinCoslwr,VVheviy
Houston Arxx}yrjuardlaislorih.sivgar.aclrtvssrvimustrxolacl (!.. "taraolX

©

Newt

NBC Newt

Cops Ir

Most
Wanted

Fr.ends
Steroci ■

%&%>

rtaatstuj

Business
Reporl

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer "

Wad
ArmwicaTf

MotorWtt*
InStMo)

ttyalary! Inspector
Morse (Part?ol 2) X

Movie: ett1) "BUck Is
[rMB PMIIttsVJtlajt] 1

©

Newshour With J,m
Lehrer :'

Frugal
Wild
Gourmet I Anefica |

This Old
House :t

Yankee
Shop

Uystery1 k aaaplgi
Morse' (Pan 2 ol 2) I

Waiting tor
God

KMpingUp Beinq
Served

€D
©

Home
Improve

Simpsons
InSVc.

Sem'eld
Sreroc tf

Coach (in
SktraoIX

Oops! Th. World's
Funniest Outlakes 21

Now Vork Undarcovir
Checkmate" (In Stereo)

Newt «.

Roseanrve
(In Slereo)

Star Trek: The Nert
Generation "Tn Man" X

Tonite

Dinosaurs
"franLtre"

P£S"

LAPD (In
Sat
i!

lenwgad. Hard
EvideSce" (In Stereo)

Lorveaom. Dove: The
Outlaw Years

Press Boi

Push
limbaugh

Mystery Science Theater Press Bo.

Simpsons
(in Slereol

Roatarvn.
(In Slereo)

Home
Improve

NHL Hockey Toronto Map* Leals al Detroit Red Wings From the
Joe Louis Sports Arena (Live)

Itasn

|Gam
Shanalirvg

Tracey
Ullman

Politically
Irvaorrect

Dream On

DeaamOn

Up Close

Sports
center

v^otaaja Bastotbail louis»*a»iCpnc«naii (Live)

©

COM
ESPN
HBO
SC

son

—

USA

ssa i
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2SSL te—
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ex

II iMtlfrujI
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Jvckjliwawi- |m tWj; r Srt-fe) T

Rita Rudrver HC
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iRescue 911 (In Stereo; X U Hour. "Family Values" NewaX
(lnSt»rao)X

esnr

Lounge
Lizard.

Carotinein
rn.city.ir

Dr. Kan.
Ttverepitl

Late Late
ShowT

Nrghtinec

TarapaM

J'A'S-H r:

Tonight Show " stajao| Lett Night
(In Storeo)

BlackAinT"

Brown x

TTveCnbc

HlHtJil Mtryland at Mom Oc-u
Stale (Live)
CUIIIII

ss»

tonatar.
|t> . CoOiMa Course
Far B.low lMtara»(H)X

MotorWeek (OH Air)
(In SIMM)

Harried
With

Itemed..
With

SMurday tight Live

fcj-r

iHWIttt'i

l^lwnW

Be prffiL*«W-*"»-

(0»A»)
Night Court

Paid
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Star Trek The Nut
Generation Suspicions

DraamOn

wr-:BU
SoK'**993Biavarrr
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(LwT
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Journal

pSnoia

CrteriM Rot. (In Stereo)

Sporttaantara
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